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ABSTRACT 

Background of a Stalemate* a Study of the Development of 

Tactics and Weapons Prior to World War I. 

Joseph Coleman Arnold 

Why, in Wofcld War I, did the western front stagnate into 

trench warfare after six weeks of mobile fighting? One ex¬ 

planation has been that the leaders were blind to the in¬ 

creased power of the defense brought about by the machine 

gran, smokeless powder, magazine rifle, and quick-firing 

artillery. Perhaps hindsight has made it too easy to con¬ 

demn the actions of World War I generals and say* "The re¬ 

sult could have been no other» the American Civil War, the 

Russo-Turkish War, the Boer War, and the Russo-Japanese 

War abound with examples of the increased power of the de¬ 

fense. The generals who ordered the attacks against the 

walls of steel in August 191^ must have been either blind 

or crazy." 

Were the generals of August 191^ blind? Were they crazy? 

The answer lies in the evolution of tactics and weaponry 

and the expanding gap between the two. This thesis traces 

this interreaction between weaponry and tactics from the 

discovery of gunpowder to the First World War. No attempt 

is made to enter the realm of strategy, except where it 

might better explain a tactical point. Because only three 



major powers were involved in the opening moves on the 

western front, tactical concepts of other countries are 

discussed only if they impinge on those of Germany, France, 

or Britàin. Likewise, only those wars that involve a Eur¬ 

opean power, and, therefore, were sources of European 

lessons learned are included. The American Civil War, for 

example, is not discussed because its tactical lessons were 

generally ignored by the European community. The battle 

examples are those that received the most attention by 

tactical theorists of the late nineteenth and early twen¬ 

tieth centuries. And, since the theorist's principal di¬ 

lemma was the infantry attack, this receives the most atten¬ 

tion. 

When the tactical developments of pre-World War I are 

examined, it becomes clear that the condemnation of the 

generals as blind or crazy is too simple. One cannot, how¬ 

ever, wholly exonerate their actions. Even though weaponry 

had been altering the ground rules of war at an unprece¬ 

dented rate, more effective attack methods could have been 

developed. In spite of the difficulties, the problem of 

the attack might have been solved by a commander of genius. 

But, there was no tactical genius in command on the western 

front. There were only the products of a system of tactics 

that had been developed on the parade grounds of Europe. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

THE COLUMN VS. THE LINE 

While the discovery of gunpowder was a significant tech¬ 

nological event in fourteenth-century Europe, its applica¬ 

tion to the military scene, except for its novelty, created 

little stir. During the first few hundred years of devel¬ 

opment, the gun was not among the favored weaponry avail¬ 

able to the fighting man. In battle it was often consid¬ 

ered more of a hinderance than a help, and its principal 

value lay in the power to terrorize the superstitious mind*.'*' 

In an age when strategy and tactics dictated weapons, 

the gun was looked upon as a threat to chivalry and was, 

therefore, discouraged. Besides, as a weapon it proved 

more dangerous to its users than its target. It was ex¬ 

tremely heavy, difficult to move, and better left behind 

at the outset of battle. Only gradually did guns replace 

the older engines of war in siege operations. It took 

longer for them to be felt on the battlefield. As late as 

250 years after the discovery of gunpowder, Michel de Mon¬ 

taigne (1533-1592) could write* 

Except for the noise in our ears, to which we 
will hence forth be accustomed, I think that 
it is an arm of very little effect, and I hope 
that we shall one day give up its use.2 

It took over three hundred years for the cannon to gain 
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sufficient mobility to become a recognizable force on the 

battlefield. The credit for the first successful use of 

field artillery in Europe belongs to Gustavus Adolphus 

(1594-1632) and his "leather gun.**^ While the best of the 

previous guns had been a 6-pounder, weighing 1000 pounds, 

that was mounted on a heavy, clumsy carriage, and required 

a small army to move and bring into action, the leather 

gun was a 4-pounder, weighing 650 pounds, with a carriage 

light enough for two men to handle and one horse to haul,^ 

Gustavus Adolphus employed the leather gun to great effect 

in the Polish War of 16261 however, there was no rush by 

the other armies to adopt his methods, and the tactics of 

the day remained little cahanged. 

Actually, little change was necessary. The cannon had 

remained at best an inaccurate and unreliable weapon. Ben¬ 

jamin Robins, an English mathematician, vividly demonstrated 

this inaccuracy in tests conducted in the 1730's. He found 

that the standard English army field piece had a range er¬ 

ror of two hundred paces and a lateral error of one hundred 

paces. The test cannon was accurate only at point-blank 

range, sixty paces.-* 

Methods and procedures necessary for artillery to play 

an increased role on the battlefield were introduced by the 

Duke of Marlborough (1650-1722). He emphasized the impor- 
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tance of his artillery by assuming control of it in battle. 

Further improvements awaited Frederick the Great (1712-1786), 

who introduced the concept of employing artillery in perman¬ 

ently organized batteries rather than as single pieces.^ 

He introduced horse artillery in 1759 and emphasized the 

use of field howitzers—a weapon first used by the Dutch in 

1693.^ Before the end of the century, Jean Baptiste de 

Gribeauval (1715-1789). Inspector-General of the French 

artillery, introduced improved, standardized carriages, 

limber boxes, and cannon with screw elevating mechanisms, 
O 

He also had horses harnessed in pairs instead of in file. 

However, in spite of the improvements in equipment, organ¬ 

ization, and mobility, the cannon of the eighteenth cen¬ 

tury remained woefully inaccurate. 

Like artillery, the weapons of the infantry were slow 

to evolve. It took over two hundred years for the hand 

gun to emerge as a separate entity. In fact, prior to the 

sixteenth century it is better to consider what is now 

known as a hand or shoulder gun as a species of cannon.^ 

The flintlock musket was not invented until around 1630 

and did not replace the more expensive wheel-lock and the 

more cumbersome match-lock until the end of the century.10 

Bayonets that could be fixed to the musket and still 

allow the musket to be fired did not come into existence 
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1 1 

until the end of the seventeenth century. The adoption 

was an infantry milestone, because, for the first time, the 

infantry could protect itself while reloading or during wet 

weather when their flintlock muskets were sure to misfire. 

And, since for the first time infantry could now fire and 

attack with the blade, the use of pikes and pikemen could 

be abolished. 

Since armament was yet to dictate the course of a bat¬ 

tle, the typical engagement of the early eighteenth century 

was one of infantry duels at extremelyg&srtranges. An 

excellent description of an early eighteenth-century en¬ 

gagement has been provided by Winston Churchill* 

Marlborough’s men and their well trained opponents 
marched up to each other shoulder to shoulder three, 
four, or six ranks deep, and then slowly mechanical¬ 
ly fired volley after volley into each other at 
duelling distance until the weaker wavered and broke. 
This was the moment when the falcon cavalry darted 
in and hacked and slashed the flying men without 
mercy.12 

While linear tactics had been adopted by all, how to form 

a line from the march remained a matter of mass confusion. 

Frederick the Great formalized the process, and his troops 

were drilled to deploy from ftàrch column into line on the 

battlefield—an enormous advantage over his less mobile op¬ 

ponents. As a result, he was able consistently to assume 

the offensive and to outflank the enemy by a slow flank march. 

When his force arrived at the designated flank, it made a 
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wheel into line and advanced into the attack, and, because 

the opposition was too inflexible to change fronts, his 

flanking marches were successful, 

In the two hundred years that preceeded Napoleonic war¬ 

fare, tactics evolved from the rather flexible linear for¬ 

mations of Gustavus Adolphus to Frederick's marvelously in¬ 

flexible, precisely formed Prussian lines. Shock action 

and flexibility had generally been sacrificed to attain 

maximum firepower. The French Revolution and the resulting 

wars brought flexibility back into vogue. 

By the onset of the Napoleonic wars, weapon accuracy 

had improved little—a muzzle-laoding brass cannon, hardly 

more accurate than that tested by Benjamin Robins, and a 

musket, barely accurate at fifty yards and useless at two 
14 

hundred. Both weapons were slow firing. A well trained 

infantryman would be luckly to maintain a rate of fire in 

excess of three rounds per minute.*-* The artillery rate 

of fire was even slower. 

Because of the limited range of the available weapons, 

maneuver on the battlefield, outside the range of enemy 

fire, remained relatively simple. Normally, a Napoleonic 

battle was opened with a vigorous probe by light infantry. 

The light infantry developed the weak spots and tied down 

hostile units with incessant musket fire. Once the Emperor 
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determined the point of attack, divisional and corps artil¬ 

lery moved aggressively forward to within easy canister 

range. The light cavalry drove off the enemy's horsemen 

and assaulted objects of opportunity. Then large-scale in¬ 

fantry attacks were unleashed. Depending on the situation 

and the terrain, these attacks might be in line, mixed 

order, or column. A portion of the artillery moved forward 

with the attacking infantry. Other batteries, on higher 

ground, provided overhead fire, and one half the horse 

artillery remained in reserve with a mass of cavalry. If, 

despite all preliminary measures, the attacking infantry 

met severe resistance, they might deploy into line and 

begin to fire.1** More often than not, however, they attempt¬ 

ed to push on through. Where the first line was checked, 

the second line, or the cavalry, might attack through it.1^ 

On the defense, the French preferred a formation of two 

lines, the first deployed, the second in battalion columns. 

This allowed for the rapid formation of hollow squares in 

open country should the opposing army be superior in cav- 

18 
airy. The artillery was placed along the front. Normally 

one-third of the available batteries engaged the enemy 

artillery while the remainder concentrated on the attacking 

infantry.1^ 

After the Napoleonic wars, a controversy developed over 
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the merits of the line and the column formations. The fact 

that Napoleon had used a variety of formations and believed 

in flexibility became lost in the search for guiding prin¬ 

ciples. The myth that the French always used the column 

in the attack received impetus from an improper interpréta- 

20 
tion of the Peninsula campaigns of the Napoleonic wars. 

In the Peninsula, the First Duke of Wellington (1769- 

1852) protected his troops with a mass of skirmishers and 

placed them in line behind the crest of a hill. As the 

French columns approached, they were devastated by the 

superior fire of the line formation, which would then launch 

an attack at the disorganized columns. Because of the line's 

extended front* it easily outflanked the French formations. 

Wellington's line proved extremely effective, and the French 

suffered defeat after defeat. From these engagements, the 

British concluded that the line was the ideal formation 

for battle, from assembly through the final attack. There 

were few English proponents of the column. 

It was not, however, the French idea to attack in column, 

except against strong points, defiles, or severely shaken 

infantry. What had happened in the Peninsula? 

The French /writes Archibald Becke7 were using 
columns as formations of manoeuvre, and had missed 
the psychological moment when they should have, 
and could have still, deployed, and thus were 
caught at a disadvantage. The British two-deep 
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line naturally outflanked the French (if the 
latter failed to accomplish the deployment) 
enfiladed them, and crushed them with fire... 
the French in the Iberian peninsula were often 
caught in the column formation....In such cases, 
Wellington*s fire formation gave the British a 
great superiority, and the fight invariably went 
well for his army.22 

According to Becke, the French inability to deploy in time 

was due to the incompetence of her marshals and Wellington’s 

skill at using the reverse slope defense.2-^ The result 

propably would have been different if Napoleon had been in 

the Peninsula, "If Boney had been here," remarked Welling- 
2 It 

ton,"we should have been beaten." 

In the ensuing years of peace, British tacticians preached 

that the line formation was best for both the attack and 

the defense. All the other principal European powers adopted 

the column for the attack. Baron Antoine Henri Jomini (1779- 

1869) sided with the proponents of the column, and wrote* 

The column of attack of single battalions is the 
best formation for carrying a position by assault 1 
but its depth should be diminished as much as pos¬ 
sible, that it may when necessary be able to de¬ 
liver as heavy a column of fire as possible, and 
to diminish the effect of the enemy’s fire* it 
ought also to be well covered by skirmishers and 
supported by cavalry.25 

For the defense, Jomini recommended a "formation having the 

first line deployed and the second in columns."2^ And, 

whilé the generals and military tacticians debated the merits 

of formations, weaponry was being revolutionized. 
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While troops of the Napoleonic era wrestled with unre¬ 

liable, inaccurate flintlock muskets, a series of discover¬ 

ies and inventions occured which would result in a far 

better firing system. The first was the discovery of ful¬ 

minate of mercury in 1800 by an Englishman named Edward C, 

Howard.2*^ The second was the patenting, in 1807* by the 

Reverend Alexander John Forsyth of Scotland, of a percus¬ 

sion priming powder composed of fulminate of mercury, chlor- 

2 8 
ate of potash, and powdered glass. This was followed in 

1816 by the invention of a copper percussion cap by Joshua 

Shaw of Philadelphia.2^ 

The percussion concept was adapted to sporting rifles 

almost immediately but was slow to gain acceptance by the 

military. In fact, the British waited until 1839 to con¬ 

vert some flintlock muskets to the percussion principle and 

until 1842 to adopt the system generally,^0 The new sys¬ 

tem proved far more reliable than the flintlock. It great¬ 

ly reduced the number of misfires and allowed the infantry 

the use of its weapon on windy and rainy days.^1 This last 

advantage was brought home to the British military two years 

after the start of conversion when a company of Madras 

Native Infantry armed with wet and, therefore, inoperative 

flintlocks were rescued from one thousand Chinese by two 

companies of marines armed with the new percussion muskets,-^2 
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While the advantages of rifling had long been known— 

spiral rifling had been invented in 1520 by August Kotter 

of Nuremberg—the process was difficult and expensive. 

New techniques, however, gradually overcame the problems, 

and by the eighteenth century the rifle had begun to chal¬ 

lenge the musket, particularly in America. In 1800 the 

Baker rifle was issued to the newly organized British 

Rifle Brigade. It was sighted to one hundred yards with 

a folding sight for two hundred yards. Baker claimed to 

be able to hit a man painted on a six-foot target thirty- 
Ok 

two out of thirty-four shots at one hundred yards.J While 

this was an undeniable improvement over the musket’s accur¬ 

acy, general adoption was delayed because the rifle took 

longer to load,^ 

Another contribution to the progress of weaponry 

was the invention of the cylindro-conical bullet by Cap¬ 

tain Norton in 1823. While in India, he had observed the 

use of blow-pipe arrows and had discovered that their base 

was formed of elastic lotus pitch, which expanded against 

the inner surface of the blow-pipe preventing the escape 

of the propelling air,-^ From these observations, he 

developed a bullet that was hollow at the base and would 

expand upon firing, thereby sealing the bore, Norton’s 

idea was improved upon by W. Greener, who inserted a con- 
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oidal wooden plug into the hase of the projectile. And, 

in 1849 Claude Etienne Minie adopted the Greener design 
s 37 

and produced the Minie ball. 

Married with rifling, the expanding bullet concept 

produced a weapon of unprecedented accuracy. The Minie 

rifle was issued to the British army in 1851, and its 

superiority was quickly demonstrated in the Kaffir War of 

1852 when it was used to engage the enemy at twelve hun¬ 

dred yards.Tests conducted at this time between the 

1842 percussion musket and the Minie rifle clearly dem¬ 

onstrated the vast superiority of the latter» For the 

musket at one hundred yards 74.5 per cent hits to the Minie's 

94.5 per centrât two hundred yards 42.5 per cent to 80,0 

per cent» at three hundred yards 16 per cent to 55 per cent, 

and at four hundred yards 4.5 per cent to 52.5 per cent.^ 

After forty years of weapons development and tactical 

controversy, the Crimean War presented the military with 

an opportunity to field test the new weapons and the tac¬ 

tics of the column and the line. The most notable test 

came at Alma, where the English employed a line attack 

formation against the Russians who deployed their forces 

in deep battaloins of attack.^0 Because of insufficient 

training, the British had difficulty with their approach 

march of one mile, and further difficulty deploying into 
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two lines in preparation for the attack. After several 

hours, the English finally formed a front line two miles 

long and two men deep. With this unwieldy formation, they 

attempted to negotiate a small river with steep hanks, 

followed by a rocky slope. By the time the first line 

had ascended the opposite bank ùf the river, it resembled 

a swarm of skirmishers. Men of different units were so 

intermixed that control was completely lost, and it was 

no longer possible for the men to fire volleys or to make 
ki 

regular movements on command. 

With this confusion to their front, the Russians decided 

to attack. They launched their deep columns against the 

English line, which by this time was more properly a shallow 

string of skirmishers. The Russians advanced resolutely 

without firing, battalions following battalions. Much to 

their surprise, the weak disorganized English line held and 

was able to direct devastating fire into the heads of the 

Russian columns. The Russian columns rapidly lost their 

wall-like appearance and became irregular clouds which 

ho 
suffered greatly and were forced to retire. 

Unfortunately, the great test of the line vs, the column 

was invalidated by poor tactical employment. As a result 

of poor generalship, little was learned to answer the tac¬ 

tical question of the previous forty years, Alma did, how- 
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ever, point up the unwieldy character of the line as an 

attack formation, but the column, as in the Peninsula, had 

been defeated before it could deploy. One thing was clear. 

Better weapons had given the English and the French a de¬ 

cided advantage. And, the greater range of these weapons 

had increased the depth of the battlefield. From now on, 

the attacking infantry would be exposed to deadly enemy 

fire at ranges previously thought safe. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THE EMERGENCE OF THE BREECHLOADER 

As the Prussian army did not participate in the Crimean 

War, the superiority of her infantry weapon was not yet 

felt. While other other nations had been vacillating'on 

the practicality of converting to the percussion-cap and 

the cylindro-conoidal bullet concepts, Prussia in l84l took 

the bold step of issuing the Dreyse breech-loading rifle 

to certain regiments of her army. Though breech-loading 

rifles had been suggested by Benjamin Robins in the latter 

part of the seventeenth century, the first serviceable 

breech-loading rifle was developed between 1824 and 1836 

by Johann Nicholas Dreyse (1787-1867). Dreyse's "needle 
2 gun" was bolt operated and used paper cartridges. Because 

of gas leakage at the breech, the needle gun’s range was 

considerably less than that of the Minie rifle,J However, 

infantry armed with the needle gun had two important ad¬ 

vantages* the needle gun could fire seven shots a minute 

to the Minie*s two and could be loaded while the rifleman 
, 4 remained prone, Dreyse's rifle was steadily improved and 

the whole Prussian army was armed with it between 1853 and 

1858.5 

Because of cost and technical problems, the development 

of artillery was slower than that of the rifle. As mention 
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ed previously, the concepts of rifling and breech-loading 

were old, and in the case of the cannon it appears that 

they were first combined and experimented with in England 

around 1745.** It took another hundred years before an 

effective breech-loading rifled gun was invented. In 1846 

Major Cavalli, a Sardinian officer, and Baron Wàhrendorff, 

a German, separately invented effective wrought^iron, breech- 

7 
loading, rifled guns. About the same time Krupp developed 

8 
a successful steel breech-loading rifled gun. In England 

Lancaster, Whitworth and Armstrong developed rifled breech¬ 

loaders, and the Whitworth and Lancaster guns were field 

tested in the Crimea. However, neither became approved 

service weapons. In 1855 Armstrong developed a wrought- 

iron breech-leading rifled cannon that was accepted and 

used in China in i860. Problems developed, however, and 

none were produced after 1864 when those on hand were c on¬ 
es 

verted to muzzle-loaders. Except for Prussia, most countries 

abandoned the breech-loading principle in favor of the muz¬ 

zle-loading rifled cannon. By the next major confrontation 

between European powers—the Austro-Prussian War (1866)— 

Prussia had partially equipped her army with the Krupp 

steel breech-lbading rifled cannon. The remainder of her 

artillery consisted of the older, much less accuràte smooth¬ 

bores.*0 The Austrian army was almost completely equippdd 
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11 
with muzzle-loading rifled cannon. 

In spite of the superiority of the Prussian gun and the 

confidence of the Prussian gunners, who maintained that 

12 
ten Prussian guns could over come sixteen Austrian guns, 

the Austrian artillery was decidedly "better handled. At 

the outset of action, the Austrian guns moved forward with 

their infantry and were last to leave the battlefield, if 

necessary sacrificing themselves to cover their infantry. 

The Prussians, on the other hand, kept the bulk of their 

artillery behind the infantry columns unavailable for im¬ 

mediate action.1^ Rather than committing all their artil¬ 

lery, the Prussians maintained an artillery reserve of 

half the available guns one day's march from the battle- 
l/t 

field. Prince Kraft, commander of the Prussian Guard 

Corps artillery, lamented his branch's poor tactical show¬ 

ing and wrote* "Our artillery, on almost every occasion, 

entered upon the scene far too late and with far too small 

a number of guns."1'* The Prussian use of cavalry was equal¬ 

ly poor—it was carefully preserved as a reserve, in large 

masses, to the rear of the army.1^ 

Because of the faulty employment of the artillery and 

cavalry, the Prussian infantry fought practically alone. 

Luckily, the Prussian infantry excelled. The needle gun 

gave them an enormous advantage in loading and in volume 
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of fire.1^ In his critique of the Austro-Prussian War, P. 

N. Maude stressed the advantage of being able to load while 

prone* 

This loading lying down carried the day. The 
Austrian rifle was ballistically more powerful 
and more accurate than the needle gum but the 
standing up to load in view of an invisible en¬ 
emy always ready to shoot was too much for their 
men, and even if thay had been tactically well 
handled, which emphatically they were not, the 
results must ultimately have been the same,18 

Austrian tactics were an adaptation of the tactics used 

so effectively against them by the French in 1859» At Sol- 

ferino the French had assaulted the Austrian formations 

with the bayonet and, in many cases, had carried their ob¬ 

jective before the Austrians could effectively counter with 

fire. With this fresh in their minds, the Austrians taught 

their infantry to attack in solid masses without the use 

of cover and to rely on the bayonet rather than rifle fire 

to carry an objective. This was to prove disastrous against 
IQ 

the Prussians. The Austrian bayonet charges were effect 

tively halted by the rapid, devastating fire of the needle 

gun. The Prussians, on the other hand, stressed proper 

preparation by fire and the use of available cover. In¬ 

stead of massed columns, they employed flexible company 

columns preceded by a light skirmish line, tactics admir- 

ably suited to the needle gun’s superiority. 

In spite of their undeniable superiority, the Prussian 
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infantry also had lessons to learn. In the peace-time 

maneuvers prior to the war, Prussian generals had preached 

that the needle gun would allow the number of skirmishers 

to be reduced. A standing order was» "Gentlemen, throw 

out few skirmishers—only one section» that is now as effi¬ 

cient as an old subdivision» let all the rest be kept well 

21 
in hand," It was found, however, that more not fewer 

skirmishers were needed. It was also discovered that, in 

an attempt to reduce the target presented and to gain max¬ 

imum benefit from the needle gun, the company columns dis- 

22 
solved into the skirmish line. This greatly disturbed 

the Prussian generals. 

As the Prussians were proving the superiority of the 

needle gun to the Austrians, Napoleon III of France was 

ordering the immediate production of the Chassepot rifle, 

which had been developed by an employee of the artillery 

works at Thomas d*Aquin, A rubber washer on the face of 

the Chassepot*s bolt drastically reduced the escape of 

gas, hence, providing increased muzzle velocity and a 

range superior to the needle gun. The adoption of the 

rifle had been considered since 1863, but acceptance had 

been delayed by bureaucratic reasoning* further tests 

were needed, an improved model was just around the comer, 

it would increase supply problems, and, besides, the super- 
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ior morale of the French army would carry the day, not 

23 
weapons. J 

Along with the Chassepot, Napoleon III directed the 

immediate production of the Mitrailleuse, andearly machine 

gun. Invented "by Commandant Reffye, the twenty-five bar- 

24 
reled weapon had been experimented with since i860. 

Unfortunately, so much secrecy surrounded its manufacture 

that training was severely hampered, and no useful discus¬ 

sion on tactical employment was possible. As a result, 

its rapid rate of fire, 150 rounds per minute, and its 

extreme range, 2000 yards, were wasted by inexperienced 

crews sited in battery in the open.^ 

There was no artillery piece comparable to the Krupp 

gun in the French inventory. However, the need for con¬ 

version seemed less pressing in light of the poor showing 

of the Prussian artillery in the Austro-Prussian War. The 

French army hadvcrrfivdrted their field artillery to muzzle¬ 

loading rifled pieces in 1858. These had done good service 

in Italy against the Austrians» the same Austrians who had 

later shown the superiority of their artillery over the 

Prussian. Conversion would be expensive, one the govern¬ 

ment was unpreparèd to take after footing the bill for the 

Chassepot and the Mitrailleuse. Besides few in the gov¬ 

ernment felt the expense justified as it was well known 
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that the French army was more than a match for the Prussian. 

The recent Austro-Prussian War had shown that the Prussian 

artillery and cavalry were not to he feared, and, now that 

the French had the Chassepot and the Mitrailleuse, her in¬ 

fantry should prove more than a match for the Prussians. 

While the Prussian army had fought with the breechloader 

and the French had trained with it, neither army had faced 

it in combat. It was, however, generally accepted that the 

breechloader would transform the conduct of battles by in¬ 

creasing the power of the defense. A hint of the impending 

changes had been provided in the Crimea when the rifle had 

proved its superiority over the musket. The Austro-Prussian 

War had provided a more recent demonstration! Austrian form¬ 

ations had been decimated by the needle gun. It was gener¬ 

ally agreed that the skirmish line would have to be strength¬ 

ened at the expense of supporting columns held back for the 

assault. However, no one was prepared to leave the assault 

solely to the skirmishers. In fact, in the four years since 

the Austro-Prussian War, Prussian commanders had reconsid¬ 

ered the advisability of the column melting into the skirm¬ 

ishing line and had restored the company column as the assault 

formation.2^ 

InithèhErënchaatmy, the opinion spread that the essence 

of strategy lay in the finding and holding of good defensible 
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positions. The Prussians agreed,, büt merged this tactical 

defensive doctrine with the strategic offensive,2^ thus 

forcing the French to attafefc them or retire from the field. 

Of course, both sides could not hope to remain on the tac¬ 

tical defensive» both were forced to test their attack theor 

ies and both were to see the necessity for change. 

Like the Germans, the French were exponents of the column 

of attack. But, as had happened in the Peninsula campaigns, 

the French were continually forced into premature deployment. 

By the time of the battles around Metz, the French forsook 

the column of attack and deployed into line as soon as the 

Prussian army appeared—thereby losing all ability to maneu¬ 

ver. And, as had happened to the British line at Alma, con¬ 

trol was impossible. The result was a series of piecemeal 

attacks which were quickly stopped by the Prussian artillery 

In spite of their more flexible formations and superior 

artillery support, the German company columns disintegrated 

under fire, took to ground, and were unable to advance.^ 

The German losses were so great in August that the Kaiser 

was moved to issue a special order prescribing that forma¬ 

tions should be made less vulnerable.-^2 Since close-order 

formations were the best means of providing the confidence 

infantry needs for the attack, and close order was proving 

suicidal, the Germans came more and more to a reliance on 

30 
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their field artillery to prepare the way.Yet, even with 

their superiority in artillery, the Germans—this was also 

true of the French—never succeeded in taking a position by 

frontal attack nor in bringing troops in close order into 

the firing line.-^ 

Fortunately for the Germans, their artillery so domin¬ 

ated the battlefield that many times it in itself was suffi- 
*a«r 

cient to ensure victory. ^ While it had been accepted that 

the breech-loading rifle would be of major import, the dom¬ 

inance of àttillery came as a surprise. As the War pro¬ 

ceeded, artillery came increasingly to the fore. The French 

consistently failed to mass their guns. The Germans massed 

them at every opportunity. At the battle of Gravelotte, 

the Germans employed no fewer than 726 pieces, and at Sedan 

they massed their guns and brought the French attacks to a 

standstill well outside effective rifle range, many of them 

at two thousand yards.^ At Metz Prince Kraft’s artillery 

halted a French attack without assistance from the Prussian 

infantry. The engagement is described in his Letters on 

Artillery* 

We had not long to wait for the first movement 
which the enemy's infantry was to make in our 
direction. It advanced in quarter-column from 
Amanvillers, and attacked us energetically. 
When the head of the column became visible over 
the hill, our trial shots reached it at a range 
of 1900 paces, and my guns opened rapid fire. 
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The enemy's infantry was enveloped in the thick 
smoke which the shells made as they burst. But 
after a very short time we saw the red trousers 
of the masses which were approaching us through 
the cloud. I stopped the fire. A trial shot was 
fired at 1700 paces range» this was to show us 
the point up to which we should let them advance 
before reopening the rapid fire» we did the same 
for the ranges of 1500, 1300, 1100, and 900 paces. 
In spite of the horrible devastation which the 
shells caused in their ranks, these brave troops 
continued to advance. But at 900 paces the effect 
of our fire was too deadly for them» they turned 
shofrt and fled» we hurled shells after them as 
long as we could see them.37 

The Prussian artillery had learned its lessons well. 

Against the French it came into action early and in mass, 

and, where necessary, the guns joined the infantry firing 

line to counter the Chassepot and the Mitrailleuse and 

support the attacking formations. There was little doubt 

that the inferiority of the needle gun to the Chassepot 

was more than compensâtèd by the superiority of the Prus¬ 

sian breech-loading rifled guns over the French bronze 

muzzle-loading cannon.^® 

As the field gun was challenging the infantry rifle, the 

rifle, in its turn, was shattering the cavalry as the shock 
♦ 

arm of an army. The last great cavalry charge in history 

was launched by the French at Sedan. This mighty charge 

against unshaken infantry was conducted by General Galli- 

fet's Chasseurs d'Afrique and was witnessed by Archibald 

Forbes, who wrote* 
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Not a needle gun gave fire as the splendid horse¬ 
men chrashed down the gentle slope with the vel¬ 
ocity of an avalanche,...It was destined to a sud¬ 
den arrestment...without the ceremony of the trum¬ 
pets sounding the ’halt,' The horsemen and the 
footmen might have seen the colour of each other’s 
moustaches...when along the line of the latter 
there flashed out a sudden simultaineous streak 
of fire. Like thunderclaps sounding over the din 
of a hurricane rose the measured crash of a battery 
of guns, and then a cloud of white smoke drifted 
away towards the chasseurs, enveloping them for 
the moment from one’s sight. When it blew away 
there was visible ailine of bright uniforms and 
grey horses struggling prostrate among the potato 
drills, or lying still in death. So thorough a 
destruction by what may be called a single volley 
probably the oldest soldier alive never witnessed,40 

While not as spectacular, infantry attacks against the 

breechloader had proved equally as futile. Not one front¬ 

al attack had been successful. Losses soon forced a change 

in tactics, and the Germans reluctantly accepted the prin¬ 

ciple of dispersion. It became strictly forbidden for troops 

to be exposed to enemy fire in closed formations at ranges 
kl 

under 1500 meters. German troops now advanced in loose, 

widely spaced lines where the individual made ill possible 

use of cover. Swarms of skirmishers advanced in alternating 

rushes, supporting each other by fire. The new methods 

reduced casualties, but how much the German success was due 

to their superior method ot to a poorer quality of French 

soldier was questioned. Could these methods be used against 

trained quality troops? It was up to the next generation 

of theorists to answer this and to properly assess the 
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lessons of the battlefield, determining whether the adapta¬ 

tions of necessity would become doctrine. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

ORGANIZE THE DISORDER 

At the outbreak of hostilities in 1870, there was no 

officially sanctioned drill system in the German army. As 

mentioned earlier, the losses in the first month had been 

unacceptable, formations had disolved under fire, provi¬ 

sional regulations had been issued, and dispersion had be* 

come the rule. Now that the war was over, the tactical 

lessons were hard to digest. More than anything else, the 

lack of order bothered the German offiqer corps. It iss 

quite likely that no two groups of officers held the same 

opinions on questions of tactics. While the old 1848 drill 

book was retained for the drill field, all was controversy 

in the barracks. 

As a result of the uncertainty, experimentation on the 

drill field was encouraged. The resulting adaptations 

were numerous and varied. However, as can be seen from 

the comments of one of the most prominent tactical theor¬ 

ists of the time, Prince Kraft, the lack of set doctrine 

bothered many of the older officers» 

Sometimes the whole drill ground, for the length 
and breadth of 300 paces, might be dotted with 
files each of two men, and it was impossible to 
help the feeling creeping over one, that in this 
case a general "skedaddle" was being elevated into 
a system. You might see battalions doubling until 
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they lost their breath, and even until they tum¬ 
bled down, and then began to fire in such a state 
of excitement that there was very good reason to 
doubt whether even a shot could posssibly hit its 
mark. You might even see thick swarms of skirm¬ 
ishers firing as they ran, holding their rifles 
horizontally at the hip.l 

While individuality had its way on the drill ground, two 

German theorists, Captain A. von Boguslawski and Major W. 

von Scherff, were searching for a system by analyzing the 

past war. In general they concluded that the skirmishers 

could no longer be considered as just part of the prepara¬ 

tion. In the future the fighting formation of the infantry 

would be swarms of skirmishers. The two officers recognized 

that dispersion was necessary, "We may affirm," wrote von 

Scherff, "that the individual order has actually become the 

only battle-formation for infantry." Boguslawski concurred* 

"Great clouds of skirmishers and small tactical units, that 

is the form for infantry... the fighting formation for our 

infantry is that of a cloud of skirmishers,"-^ He summed 

up the lessons of the Franco-Prussian War as follows* 

No volleys in battle* no, at least few, attacks by 
troops in close order* great deployments of skirm¬ 
ishers on both sides* long-continued gradually ad¬ 
vancing musketry fights, often rolling backwards 
and forwards* at last, the flànk of one party turn¬ 
ed, or else one side exhausted* the other side pres¬ 
sing on in consequence, or a rush of dense clouds 
of skirmishers who endeavoured at any price to dis¬ 
lodge their opponents, not forgetful that in case 
of failure or retreat they are dead men. On both 
sides great dispersion, intermingling of troops, 
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particularly in broken ground» hence the leader’s 
control diminished,4 

The crux of the tactical controversy centered on the les¬ 

sons deliniated in the last sentence—"intermingling of 

troops" and "the leader's control diminished," Modem fire 

power made dispersion necessary, yet control of troops in 

battle was equally critical. As Scherff put iti "The ques¬ 

tion of formation reduces itself to this—where to draw the 

line between dense masses and open lines.This was to 

remain the basic question throughout the next forty years. 

Senior officers had difficulty relinquishing control too 

far down the command structure. Individual initiative was 

all right, but control could not be completely relinquished. 

There developed among senior commanders a strong reaction 

against disorder. Their attitudes caused Prince Kraft to 

observe* 

It is easy to understand how hard it is for in¬ 
fantry officers who have grown old and gray in 
the service to give up their old fighting forma¬ 
tions. But such formations as those of Frederic 
the Great, who personally led on to the storm 
his battalions deployed in close order with the 
bands playing and colours flying, halting only at 
100 paces from the enemy to fire a volley, are no 
longer possible in these days of Gras and Mauser 
rifles. The movement also, by which a brigade of 
6 battalions, while the Jïiræt" line of three bat¬ 
talions fired vollies in line, sent forward its 
second line in columns of attack through the inter¬ 
vals in order that they might chargé in with the 
bayonet, is no longer suitable to the present day. 
New inventions entail changes, and the old move¬ 
ments which we have loved pass away like dreams.6 
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The revised German regulations of 1873 were a compromise 

between individualism and control. They recognized the 

increased importance of the skirmish line, but directed 

that the second line maintain a formation in order to de¬ 

cide the battle.^ 

As is usually the case in military history, the losers 

were the first to learn the lessons of their defeat. Lack¬ 

ing the inertia of a victorious senior officer corps, the 

French revised their regulations in 1875 to recognize 
O 

extended order as the rule within the battle zone. No 

longer was the skirmish line to be the preparatory forma¬ 

tion, it was elevated to the position of the fighting line. 

The skirmish line was to advance by rushes and be continual¬ 

ly fed from the rear. After sufficient preparation, it was 

to be joined by the reserves and in conjunction with the 
o 

reserves assault the objective.7 

Meanwhile the English developed yet another form of dis¬ 

persed order—"four attenuated lines unprotected by skirm¬ 

ishers.*' Like the drill field maneuvers that tankled Prince 

Kraft, British authorities witnessed maneuvers that brought 

bitter reactions from the older soldiers. Sir Patrick Mac- 

Dougall complained of witnessing the attack of an infantry 

battalion in extended order against a defending force align¬ 

ed in close order. And, since both occupied equal frontage, 
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10 
the defenders outnumbered the attackers three to one. 

In Germany confusion still reigned. The revision of the 

regulations in 1873 was not acceptable to the group of offi¬ 

cers who had witnessed the formations of 1870 disolve under 

French fire. An enormous amount of literature, full of 

suggestions, flooded in on barracks circles. The result, 

according to Prince Kraft, was that junior officers "no 

longer had any idea as to what they had read in these pam¬ 

phlets and what was laid down in the regulations,"*1 

In answer to the dilemma, another edition of the German 

regulations was issued in 1876. A regulation that, in the 

words of Prince Kraft, "put an end to this state of uncer- 

tainty," The regulation finally eliminated the column 

of attack and the compromise of 1873 was put aside. The 

skirmish line was now the fighting line and following lines 

were not required to maintain a specific formation. The 

day of the swarms of skirmishers was officially recognized.1-^ 

While the German, French, and British armies were adapt¬ 

ing to the lessons of the Franco-Prussian War a very dif¬ 

ferent war was starting to the East—the Russo-Turkish War 

of 1877-78, One battle in particular invited the interest 

of theorists, that of Plevna, where a Turkish force ensconced 

itself on the heights around Plevna threatening the Russian 

advance into the Balkans. In order to expurgate the threat 
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to their flank, the Russians launched three massed assaults 

on the Turkish redoubts, were successively repulsed, and 

were forced to conduct a siege of 143 days. 

To the Europeans trench fighting was an anathema, and 

many eyes were turned to the study of Plevna. Captain 

Thilo von Trotha, a German officer who wrote a tactical 

study of the siège, was quite impressed by the grim reality 

of entrenched warfare. He considered the Turkish defenses 

far more extensive than any used up to that point and be¬ 

lieved that with continued improvements in weaponry entrench- 
l|l 

ments would become the rule. 

Russian artillery proved ineffective against the entrench¬ 

ments , even after 24-pounders were brought in from the siege 

park. Their infantry, therefore, was forced to attack with¬ 

out the benefit of an effective preparation. The Russian 

attacks were started at great distances, and, since the 

skirmish line, the two lines of company columns, and fre¬ 

quently the reserve started at almost the same time at short 

interval, there was a persistèntteiïdencyrtoJLiitermix. The 

result was similar to the Prussian experience with company 

columns in the wars of 1866 and 1870» under fire the columns 

disintegrated into swarms of skirmishers. As the assaulting 

infantry rarely fired, the power of the Russian assault lay 

in the bayonet charge. The Turkish defenders answered by 
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expending ammunition in great quantities from the moment 

the Russian attack formations entered rifle range. Instan¬ 

ces were recorded where individual Turkish troops expended 

500 rounds in a single action, and it was not unusual for 

200 to 300 empty cartridges to he found by the side of a 

dead defender. 

Russian losses were severe. Only one assault was even 

partially successful—that of General Skobeleff on the left 

wing on 12 September. By employing different assault tac¬ 

tics, he gained his objective, but lost it to a Turkish 

counter attack when not reenforced in time. Skobelell’s 

attacking units were formed in lines of skirmishers which 

were continually reenforced when momentum was lost. When 

the last of his reserves were used, and the objective was 

yet to be taken, Skobeleff personally led the final assault. 

After the action he summed up his formula for success* 

The only formation in ..which troops can success¬ 
fully assault entrenched positions is in suc¬ 
cessive lines of skirmishers. The division gen¬ 
eral must...post himself between the skirmishers 
and the reserves, where he can feel the pulse of 
the battle and...judge himself of the moment when 
successive battalions in reserve should be sent 
forward.16 

After the war, Skobeleff tried to induce the Russians to 

tone down their emphasis on the assault with the bayonet 

and rely more on the development of fire tactics. However, 

his prodding was countered by the writings of another Rus- 
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sian who had also been a successful division commander in 

the war against Turkey, General Dragomirov, Dragomirov, 

an indefatigable writer, had taught tactics and had observed 

both the French and Prussian campaigns against Austria. 

He warned against applying the Prussian methods to the 

Russian soldier, i.e. individual initiative and extended 

order. He was a proponent of masses and believed that the 

bullet would never do what the bayonet does. He stressed 

that national character must always be taken into account, 

and soldiers should be inculcated with the spirit of the 

offense. "Give me troops who are prepared to fight to a 

finish," said he, "and I will undertake to show good tac¬ 

tics."1^ 

General Dragomirov continually stressed the role of man 

in war while minimizing the role of weaponry. He felt 

there was too much emphasis on the importance of modem 

fire power. This, he believed, led to the fallacy of in¬ 

dividual and extended order. In his Manuel pour la Prepar¬ 

ation des Troupes au Combat he commentedt 

Man, always man, this is the first of all instru¬ 
ments for battle, but one hears today nothing 
spoken of but the progress of mechanics and the 
murderous effect of modem weapons. Science, in 
a pickelhaube. has taken possession of the field 
of battle, and all who do not prostrate themselves 
before this idol of the day are reactionaries, 
narrow spirited, and behind the age. But all 
these new incarnations of the god of war only end 
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by killing people, which is an art that dates 
from Cain, and with all your science and in¬ 
vention you can’t kill more than once. It is 
not those who know how to kill but those who 
know how to be killed that serves us in a cri¬ 
sis. You talk of nothing but losses, but it 
is not those who remain on the ground who en¬ 
hance victory to our standards, but those brave 
lads dashing on impetuously with ébundowiiid and 
limbs.18 

Dragomirov’s emphasis on national character and elan 

greatly impressed the French, Similar ideas were discover¬ 

ed in the papers of a Frenchman, Colonel Ardant du Picq. 

Du Picq had been killed leading his regiment in August 1870. 

After his death, a greatful nation discovered his military 

writings and published them in 1880 under the title Battle 

Studies. Du Picq’s emphasis on the moral factor in battle 

was to have aniimmense influence in French military circles. 

While he recognized that changes in weaponry would subject 

the art of war to many modifications, he proposed that 

there was one unchanging factor—"the heart of man."1^ 

Further, he felt justified in minimizing the advantage of 

improved weaponry because any advantage would be cancelled 

by rapid adoption by competing nations* 

At any time a new invention may insure victory. 
Granted. But practicable weapons are not in¬ 
vented, everyday, and nations quickly put them¬ 
selves on the same footing as regards to arma¬ 
ment, The determining factor, leaving aside 
generals of genius and luck, is the quality of 
troops, that is, the organization that best 
assures their esprit, their reliability, their 
confidence, their unity.20 
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Organization was du Picq's keynote. He did not advocate 

mass attacks because, as he noted,"not one out of ten was 

21 
ever carried to completion." He did, however, advocate 

a column of attack more open than its predecessor. "Skirm¬ 

ishers," he wrote, "have a destructive effect! formed troops 

22 
a moral effect." His solution? 

The whole of the science of combat ^Ee wrote/ 
lies then in the happy, proper combination, of 
open order, scattered to secure destructive effect, 
and a good disposition of troops in formation as 
supports and reserves, so as to finish by moral 
effect the action of the advanced troops.23 

This stress on the moral fâdtofc in battle blended well with 

Dragomirov's emphasis on national character and the spirit 

of the offense. The French now had a doctrine which they 

felt blended perfectly with the natural fighting qualities 

of the French soldier. Efforts were now directed toward 

the attainment of moral supremacy in battle through the 

aegis of maneuver, fire power, and the bayonet. 

Faced with the necessity of blending initiative with dis¬ 

cipline and of gaining fire superiority, the firing line 

was stiffened. The Frenfeh regulations of 1875 were revised 

in 188^ to reflect this view. The separation between in¬ 

dividual skirmishers was reduced, supports supressed, and 

reserves brought nearer the firing line. The final charge 

was made by men practièàlly shoulder to shoulder, in two 

ranks. A complex system of firing line, supports, local 



reserves» and reserves in echelon came more to the fore. 

The fight became regulated to excess* frontages, distances 

movements of successive echelons, the whole progress of the 

24 
combat was minutely legislated. 

And, while the French were evolving more rigid rules to 

insure the moral supremacy of the French infantry, the Ger¬ 

mans were reexamining their acceptance of the tactical 

theory evolved during and immediately after the war. Sep¬ 

arated from the immediate glow of victory, German theorists 

developed a different picture of the battles 6f the Franco- 

Prussian War. They now saw the trails of shirkers and 

stragglers left in the wake of attacks, the intermingling 

of units, and the resulting chaos. The intermingling of 

units was so bad during the battles of Gravelotte, August 

1870, that members of forty-three differènt companies were 

represented in-one farm house at St, Hubert. Forty-three 

companies contain more than 10,000 men and the farm house 

could hold a maximum of 200, "Where," asked the author of 

A Summer Night*s Dream, "were the 9800 men who had no room? 

These large masses of leaderless men taking no part in 

the attack, and in many places hindering it, worried theor¬ 

ists like Klemens Wilhelm Medkel and August Friedrick 

Hoenig, How, in the future, could the wholescale skulking 

of unwounded men and the resulting loss of fighting power 



be prevented? This was to become the most pressing question 

of German military thought during the 1880*s and 1890's. 

Hoenig summarized the tactical dilemma* 

The main question culminates in this* how these 
distances /from attacker to defended are to be 
traversed with the greatest possible care of our 
own forces, and how the enemy is to be reached 
from such range that you may inflict on him a 
continuous, effective, and shattering fire, while 
you on your part have not lost the requisite 
fighting power,26 

Meckel, in A Summer Night*s Dream, openly advocated a return 

to close order as the only solution to cowardice and con¬ 

fusion* 

In dispersion it is difficult to be steadfast, 
in close order it is difficult to be weak. Un¬ 
der the leader's influence, the example of the 
strong impels the whole. Among the leaderless, 
the example of the confused and the cowards have 
the upper hand,27 

To increase the fighting power of the attack and provide 

the control and discipline necessary to discourage skulking, 

the strength of the German firing line, like that of the 

French, was progressively strengthened. The trend was to¬ 

ward thick firing lines that could assault with the bayonet. 

Another German theorist, Von der Goltz, likened this trend 

to the lines of Frederick the Great* 

In recent times, it has been endeavored to regain 
the fullest possible control in the firing line* 
to bring disorder into order, one of the means to 
this end being to make them very dense. Our pres¬ 
ent lines of skirmishers often bear a strong resem- 
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blence to the long lines of infantry of the time 
of Frederick the Great...28 

However, he was careful to note the differences between the 

lines of Frederick and the thick firing lines developed by 

late nineteenth-century German tacticianst 

...ours do not advance in parade step, and do not 
fire standing, but lying down, and moreover, they 
have lost some of the stiffness of the straight 
line, availing themselves of the features of the 
ground whenever they afford the benefit of cover.29 

German regulations, unlike those of the French, did not 

regulàte the methods, or formations, to be used in the 

approach to the assault. However, both the Germans and the 

French remained wedded to the development of fire and the 

bayonet charge. The general feeling was that fire action 

alone was insufficient to drive a defender from the field. 

The bayonet charge was needed to deliver the coup de grace. 

Most theorists agreed with Meckel when he wrote that "the 

foundation of success in the infantry combat consists in 

fire action, but the laurels of victory still hover on the 

points of the bayonet.Certainly Von der Goltz agreed* 

The ever irresistible strength of a bayonet charge 
lies in the conviction forced upon the adversary, 
that a body of men which possesses the energy to 
force its way through a deadly shower of project 
tiles will, if necessary, certainly display the 
requisite energy to finish him off with cold steel 
if he awaits its approach.31 

A debate, similar to that in infantry circles, raged a- 

mong the proponents of cavalry. At first there was a de- 
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sire by most cavalry men to learn from the disastrous en¬ 

gagements of 1870. There was little to encourage them. 

The failure of Gallifet's Chasseurs, described earlier, was 

but one of a series of disasters against the breechloader. 

The issue was whether cavalry could still rely on the shock 

of the massed charge, or whether the breech-loading rifle 

had relegated it to dismounted action and a reliance on 

fire power. The combat lessons pointed to the latter, but 

it was not long before cavalry proponents succumbed to the 

instinct to preserve the traditional shock role of their 

arm. 

There had been one successful cavalry charge against in¬ 

fantry in the Franco-Prussian War. General von Bredow's 

brigade at Vionville had succeeded in defeating a surprised 

and shaken French infantry unit. The German cavalry rode 

over a French gun line and advanced until checked by two 

brigades of French cavalry. But, even though the French 

infantry was short of ammunition and were already badly . 

shaken, the German cavalry lost half its horsemen. The 

charge, however, was successful, and for the next forty 

years "Bredow's death ride" was to serve as proof of the 

continuing role of the cavalry as the arme blanche.-^2 

In Germany the writings of Hoenig and Kraft did much to 

assist the preservation of the traditional role of cavalry 
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in battle. While they, and most cavalrymen, realized that 

the day of the massed charge o:fi unshaken infantry had past 

they still envisioned numerous opportunities for the cavalry 

to provide the coup de grace to shaken infantry. 

Battlefields /wrote Hoenig7 are,,.not rifle 
ranges, but a confused mass of heights and val¬ 
leys, of fields and ravines, of woods and vil¬ 
lages, which give to each arm a field for its 
action. Every battlefield shows now, just as 
much as formerly, the inevitable consequences of 
the stubborn fight, be they disorder, confusion, 
and the consequent tactical errors, or want of 
watchfulness, or be they the fact that the power 
infantry has sunk unto complete apathy j.n conse¬ 
quence of the physically and mentally wearing 
effect of a long and continued fire-action.... 
Confusion is most marked at the decisive points 
....Cavalry should be directed here in readiness 
to dash forward the moment the enemy gives way 
....At this moment it is quite a matter of in¬ 
difference whether the retreating remnants carry 
a repeating rifle, a flint musket, of a pitch- 
fork, for the men’s nerves are overstrained, 
and their weaponrcounts for nothing.33 

In response to the traditionalists the cavalry regulations 

of France, Germany, and England continued to reflect the atti 

tudes of the arme blanche. And, as the memories faded, the 

German and French cavalry were rearmed with the lance, and 

great masses of cavalry were maneuvered and trained for 

shock action.^ 

In their quest for a successful attack formula, theorists 

tended to slight the role of the artillery. Throughout 

Europerartillery was limited to attack preparation. Its 

purpose was served by the time of the infantry attack. In 
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fact, French infantry regulations did not even mention 

artillery.Few theorists thought of artillery in a con¬ 

tinuing support role, assisting the infantry up to the 

point of the final assault. The poor showing of the Rus¬ 

sian artillery at Plevna was attributed not to a failure 

to support the attack but rather to insufficient prepara¬ 

tion, And, since the victorious Prussians had not thought 

to use their artillery in other than a preparatory role, 

there appeared little reason to change. 

Another reason for the downgrading of artillery was 

the introduction of the magazine rifle. This new infantry 

weapon created doubts as to the artillery's ability to sur¬ 

vive on the battlefield. The concept tf a magazine, or 

repeating rifle, was old.-^ But it had not been practical 

until the adoption of an all-metal cartridge case that re¬ 

duced the jamming at the breech so common with paper cart¬ 

ridges. Germany was again the first to make the conversion. 

In 1884 she converted her 1871 pattern Mauser rifle to the 

magazine system. The magazine, in this case, was a tube 

inserted in the front under the barrel, holding eight cart¬ 

ridges. France followed with the Lebel, in 1886, which had 

the added advantage of using smokeless powder. In 1888 Brit¬ 

ain adopted the Lee-Metford with a box type magazine of 

eight, later ten cartridges. By the turn of the century 
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all European armies were equiped with magazine rifles of 

nearly equal efficiency and design—.315 to .256 caliber, 

bolt operated, employing smokeless powder, sighted to 2000 

meters.-^® Flatter trajectories made them far more deadly 
qo 

than their predecessors. 7 

French use of the machine gun as artillery in the Franco- 

Prussian War set a precedent that was hard to change. But, 

while the employment as artillery set back the development 

of machine gun tactical theory, technical improvement was 

unhampered. Many different machine guns were tested, and 

some were adopted, such as the Gattling (1875), Nordenfelt 

(1878), Hotchkiss (1878), Gardner (1882), Browning (1889), 

and Colt (1895). The most important development, however, 

was the single barreled Maxim in 1884. It weighed only 60 

pounds, was belt fed, water-cooled and could fire from 450 

to 550 rounds per minute. It was the first of the modern 

machine guns and was issued to the British army in 1887. 

Comparisons of the machine gun against field artillery 

pieces became an important topic in the 1880's. The fol¬ 

lowing comparison, between a Hotchkiss machine gun and the 

then current 3-in field gun, is représentâtive,aand is taken 

from the Journal of the Military Service Institution of the 

United States prize essay for 1882* 

Compared with the modem field gun its merits are, 
equality of range» greater capacity for delivering 



a deadly, incessant indewide spread fire at all 
field ranges, and with greater rapidity» stability 
when fired, and evident superiority in pursuing 
retreating columns,.The power of a battery of 
these guns, compared with a battery of six 3-inch 
rifled guns, firing shrapnel at from 2,000 to 3,000 
yards, is more than 9 to 1. 4l 

The magazine rifle and the machine gun were driving the field 

artillery piece farther and farther back from the battlefield 

no wonder there was so little consideration of field artil-* 

lery in an assault role. But the day of the field gun was 

not far off, and the next decade would witness its rebirth. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

QUICK-FIRING ARTILLERY 

By the late 1890's, the lessons of the Franco-Prussian 

War were slipping from memory. Removed from the reality 

of the battlefield, many theories had been developed. To 

some theorists the lessons of the battlefield were never 

to miss an opportunity to attack* to others, the breech¬ 

loader had rendered anything by the defense suicidal. To 

some close-order fighting had seen its death knell, and 

dispersion was to be the rule* others, especially in the 

nineties, began to consider dispersion a mistake and close 

order necessary to the gaining of fire and moral superior¬ 

ity. Still others saw the arrival of the magazine rifle 

and the machine gun as forcing infantry to entrench* their 

opposites saw in the trenches the destruction of the moral 

force and offensive spirit that would result in a stalemate. 

While some saw losses as prohibitive, others contended that 

the proportion of losses, to numbers involved, was less in 

the breechloader Franco-Prussian War than in the days of 

the short-sword or smoothbore musket.* 

To add to the confusion, as if there were not sufficient 

already, a new weapons metamorphosis was about to change 

the ground rules of warfare further. Towards the end of 

the century, the progress of technology, most notably in 
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the fields of metallurgy and hydraulics, had progressed to 

the stage where new manufacturing principles would trans¬ 

form the artillery of field armies. While the gunner of 

the fifteenth century would have had little difficulty man¬ 

ipulating the artillery of the Franco-Prussian War, the 

artillery of the late nineteenth century would have baffled 

him completely. For the artillery developed at the end of 

the past century was comparable to that used today* there 

have been few changes as dramatic as those in the 1880»s arid 

90's. 

As we have seen, the earlier experiences with the breech¬ 

loading cannon had resulted in its abandonment by the major 

powers, except Prussia. But, by the 1890's the breech 

mechanism had been improved and was generally adopted. The 

improved breeches reduced wear and gas escapage, were safe, 

and were uncomplicated. Three breech systems became most 

acceptàblei the Krupp sliding block, using a brass cart¬ 

ridge case to seal the breech end* the Nordenfeldt Eccen¬ 

tric Screw, which also used a cartridge case* and the French 

De Bange system, which used a screw-thread type breech block 

and a resilient pad for the seal. With this latter system, 

the cartridge was simply a cloth bag carrying the charge 

since the brass case was superfluous. 

After a successful breech mechanism had been developed, 
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the next step was to find an acceptable method of arresting 

the recoil of the gun. Since the first cannon, all guns 

had been rigidly mounted on the carriage. This proved un¬ 

satisfactory because the recoil forced both the gun and 

carriage back, anywhere from one to twenty feet depending 

on the size of the gun and the force of the charge. This 

problem of recoil plagued the users and the producers of 

artillery for centuries. However, the only known mëthod 

of damping recoil was through the use of wheel brakes and 

spades dug into the ground. Fortress guns could be placed 

on enclined ramps, or a system of ropes could be used to 

arrest their recoil. This was not practical for field 

use. Field artillery gunners were forced to manhandle 

their pieces back to the firing line after each shot. As 

the battle raged and the gunners tired, it was not unusual 

for the guns to fall back from the line. At Waterloo 

British gunners became so exhausted that they were unable 

to manhandle their guns back to the firing line. They 

kept up their fire, however, and by the end of the battle 

some of the guns had recoiled back to the wagon line.-^ As 

recent as 1904, at the siege of Port Arthur, the Russians 

had a fixed-tube battery mounted on a hillside, and after 

each firing the Russian gunners had to chase down the hill 
4 after their guns. 
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The answer to the problem of recoil was found in the 

newly discovered science of hydraulics which had made in¬ 

roads into industry in the 1850»s and 1860's. Dr. C. W. 

Siemens suggested, around 1867» that gun recoil he checked 
c 

by the resistance of water flowing through an orfice,^ 

From this suggestion, an hydraulic cylinder was developed, 

and the British army adopted the. principle for coastal 

guns.** Latter developments added springs to bring the tube 

back into firing position after the recoil had been dampened. 

Because of weight and complexity, it proved difficult to 

equip field pieces with recoil mechanisms, and conversion 

was not practical until the l890fs. 

The progenitor of all "quick-firing" guns was the "French 

75" model 1897. Evolved from proposals put forth in 1891 

by General Wille in Germany and Colonel Langlois in France,^ 

the "French 75" introduced a new dimension to the problems 

of the attack. It was capable of a high rate of fire, twenty 

rounds per minute, and, firing shrapnel sftell, one could do 

the work of a battery of its predecessors. 

Smokeless powder introduced another dimension to the bat¬ 

tlefield. Gun cotton, the progenitor of smokeless powder, 

was developed by the Swiss-German chemist C. F. Schonbein 
g 

in 1846. In the early 1860's, under the urgings of General 

von Lenk the Austrian army conducted the first field tests 
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of smokeless powder, in this case plaited gun cotton. The 

material, however, was abandoned in 1865 after the unex¬ 

plained explosion of two large magazines, in 1862 and 1865. 

It remained for a French chemist, Paul Vieille, to stabilize 

the unruly gun cotton by gelatinizing it into colloid form. 

The French adopted it in 1885 as poudre B, In 1888 Alfred 

B, Nobel, a Swedish chemist and father of the Nobel Prize, 

developed ballistite. This was followed in 1890 by the dis- 
o 

covery of cordite by a British chemist, Frederick A, Abel, 

The first combat test of smokeless powder came in the 

Boer War (1899-1902), It soon became apparent that the 

attacker was more vulnerable and the defender less so, Here- 

to-fore the defender's position had been betrayed by a cloud 

of smoke. This was no longer the case, and a defender using 

cover was nearly impossible to discern. The attacker, on 

the other hand, had lost his protective cloud and was readily 

visible over the extent of his assault. The invisibility 

of the defending Boers exasperated the British, One British 

officer commented that the emptiness of the battlefield 

was the most unpleasant feature of modem battle. The great 

distances at which fire was opened gave him the feeling of 

advancing on an invisible foe against whom one was powerless 

to combat.*0 

Boer troops were equ£ppe‘dwith the improved Mauser, cali- 
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ber 7mm. The British had the Lee-Enfîeld, caliber 7.7mm. 

Both used smokeless powder, however, the Boer rifle was 

superior in ballistic properties and in ease of loading. 

Their Mauser's magazine could be lodded with a clip while 

the Lee-Enfield's would either have to be replaced when emp- 

11 
tied, or the rifle used as a single shot. 

British artillery held the advantage of numbers but not 

equipment. Their horse artillery was equipped with a 12- 

pounder and the field artillery with a 15-pounder, both of 

7.6cm caliber models 1884-1895. These pieces were provided 

with a recoil checking apparatus but were not quick-firers. 

The British had some howitzers, however, theyywere of small 

caliber, 12,7cm. The Boers, on the other hand, had fewer 

pieces but many were quick-firers. The more modern guns in 

the Boer service were the 75mm Krupp Ml899, the 75mm Schnei- 

der-Creusot Ml898, and the 75mm Maxim-Nordenfeldt Ml897, 

The Krupp and Maxim-Nordenfeldt guns were equipped with 

shields of the kind adopted for the "French 75."*^ 

To compensate for their numerical inferiority, the Boers 

relied on the defense. Using barricades and entrenchments, 

they spread themselves over frontages unheard of in Europe. 

For example, at the battle of the Modder River, a front of 

seven kilometers was manned by three thousand Boers» at 

Mage rs fonte in, ten kilometers for five thousand men» and at 
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Colenso, twelve kilometers were occupied by between four 

and five thousand men,1*^ Modem weapons made these frontages 

effective, as the English soon discovered, 

British infantry entered the campaign with a newly revis¬ 

ed drill book, that of 1896, Their doctrine called for the 

development of fire superiority before the attack was: launch¬ 

ed, With this in mind, the infantry was to wait until their 

artillery had gained the required superiority before the 

attack could be launched. The Boers, however, did not 

cooperate. They consistently avoided the artillery duel, 

holding their artillery behind cover until the British in¬ 

fantry initiated its advance,*■-* Then, in concert with the 

defending infantry, the Boer artillery effectively halted 

the British attacks, 

British doctrine called for an attack formation of three 

lines. The first line was to gain the needed fire superior¬ 

ity over the defending infantry. The second was brought up 

only in time for the final assault, and the third remained 

out of action in a defensive position prepared to assist in 

the pursuit or to cover a retreat.1** In addition, British 

regulations called for volley fire to gain fire superiority 

and for the skirmishers' interval to be announced prior to 

the attack. Elbow to elbow was authorized, and in most of 

the early attacks used,1^ 
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Frontal attacks proved as difficult against the extended 

Boer fronts as they had in previous wars. Butl flanking 

actions were frustrated hy the mobility of the mounted Boer 

infantry. As the British tried for a flank, a portion of 

the Boer defenders would mount up and cover it. Since the 

Boers kept no reserves in hand, this further weakened their 

front, tempting the British to again test the front. As 

the war progressed, the British found success by demonstrat¬ 

ing to the Boer front while conducting a mixed force turn¬ 

ing movement. These tactics proved successful against the 

passive defense of the Boer, who, at the appearance of the 

1 8 
flanking force, would automatically retire. 

Initially, the British artillery had great difficulty 

engaging the Boer artillery, which outranged them, and, be¬ 

cause of smokeless powder, remained invisible. It had been 

the British practice to use black powder in peacetime man¬ 

euvers, Thus the arrival of the field artillery onto the 

maneuver ground was announced by a loud report and a dense 
io 

cloud of smoke. 7 With little peacetime practice at spot¬ 

ting enemy artillery, the English gunners had to learn in 

actual combat. This they did, and with the use of their 

effective shrapnel shell they were able to move on the Boer 

artillery and drive it from the field. 

Though it was the British who won the war, it was the 
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tactics of the Boer that gainedlthe most notoriety. Out¬ 

side of France and England, however, the attention was 

short lived. And, even though the Boer War was the first 

test of the combined effect of the magazine rifle, smoke¬ 

less powder and quick-firing artillery, there were sur¬ 

prisingly few changes in the tactical doctrine of the con¬ 

tinental powers. There was a tendency to look upon the ac¬ 

tions of the South African War as peculiar to the area. 

As the Lobe11 Annual Report for 1900 cautionedi 

New weapons and new appliances of war were... 
brought into use in this campaign under sucji 
peculiar circumstances that it is with extreme 
caution that the value for European warfare of 
the tactical experience gained...can be esti¬ 
mated. 20 

All the lessons were not discounted. As a result of the 

British experience, most European armies began to stress 

dismounted action for cavalry. This was especially notice¬ 

able in England where the British cavalry, in the Autumn 

maneuvers of 1903» rode without the lance or sword, equip¬ 

ped with the standard infantry rifle. France compromised 

and placed stress on dismounted action while retaining the 

traditional equipment and use of the arme blanche where- 

ever possible, Germany was the least affected, and the 

Kaiser continued to revel in the massed cavalry charge 

with the sword and lance as the major feature of German 

21 maneuvers 
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Changes in German infantry regulations and doctrine were 

few. The British infantry’s failure was not attributed to 

an impenetrable Boer defense but to the piecemeal commit¬ 

ment of troops. Lack of success at the outset had forced 

the British to adopt greater extension in the attack. The 

Germans thought this unwise. They looked at the small losses 

incurred by the British infantry—Magersfontein, 9 per centi 

Colenso, per cent» and Stormbergi 3i per cent—compared 

them with their own losses in the Franco-Prussian War, and 

concluded that the British could have succeeded, if only 

they had been more committed. 

In general this German attitude gained credence in the 

Russo-Japanese War of 190^-1905. In this first war between 

great powers since the Franco-Prussian War, all the modem 

weapons of war were employed* machine guns, hand grenades, 

smokeless powder, magazine rifles, and quick-firing artil¬ 

lery. And, since the Japanese followed the German tactical 

school’s preachings, there was great interest in the out¬ 

come. 

Russia entered the war with the superior artillery, one 

third of which were quick-firers (M1903 Putiloff’s of 3- 

inch caliber).^ The Japanese lacked quick-firing ordnance. 

To counteract recoil, their Arizaka 75n®i relied upon a spring 

brake. This configuration necessitated the relaying of the 
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piece after each firing. The Japanese had a number of 

bronze howitzers organic to their territorial divisions. 

These also had to be brought back into position after fir- 
ph 

ing. Both sides employed a variety of heavy caliber guns, 

and both infantries were armed with magazine rifles using 

smokeless powder. 

Outnumbered at first, the Russian army stuck doggedly to 

the defense. However, even after gaining numerical super¬ 

iority, they refused to abandon their entrenchments. Through¬ 

out the war, the Russian military idea remained that of a 

defensive army relying on prearranged positions and counter¬ 

attacks. They remained in their defensive posture until 

the attacking enemy showed signs of wear. Then they launch¬ 

ed counter attacks with the bayonet in hopes of completing 

the enemy*s destruction. The followers of General Drago- 

mirov were thoroughly imbued with the spirit of the bayonet, 

and the Russian counter attacks proved extremely costly. 

The bayonet remained fixed to the Russian rifle at all times, 

and Russian troops were constantly reminded of the words of 

Souvaroffi "The bullet is a mad thingj the bayonet only 

knows what it is about, 

Russian casualties were aggravated further by the over¬ 

crowding of their front-line works. Haunted by the dread 

of having their front forced, the Russian defenders, on 
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occasion, manned the works in double rank. This severely 

reduced the number of available reserves, with weak re¬ 

serves and poor mobility, the Russains were susceptible to 

being flanked, and this weakness did not escape the notice 

of the well informed Japanese, 

Japanese attack methods were modeled on those of the 

German army, and their regulations paralleled the German 

regulations of 1888, Japanese infantry advanced into the 

attack in four lines, the first two of skirmishers, the 

27 
third in double rank and the fourth in company cblumn. 

Initially they tried tô take the Russian positions by storm. 

The casualties were excessive, and they were soon forced 

to adopt more deliberate methods. After the battle of 

Liao-Yang (August 1904), a Japanese officer described their 

experiences to a French attache* 

You are doubtless astonished at the difference 
between what you see here and anything you may 
have witnessed at home in time of peace. We 
were not less astonished ourselves. Our regu¬ 
lations, as you know, are identical with those 
of the European armies. We, too, began by man¬ 
euvering according to the drill books, and thus 
it was that we contrived to carry the lines of 
Nan-shan on May 27 in a single day. But at what 
a terrible sacrifice!,..We have profited by that 
lesson, and, thanks to the experience we have 
acquired, we have now learnt not only Aot^to go 
ahead so fast, but also to keep under cover 
better.28 

Besides slowing down the attack iprocasrao, the Japanese 

learned to approach enemy positions at night. Shelters 
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were constructed at each stage of the advance. 

In the firing line Commented Colonel Mura of 
the Japanese General Staff7 one fires while an¬ 
other digs—the rifleman is immediately followed 
by a sapper. We work in a manner distinct from 
that of other armies. Our agile soldiers dig 
while lying down, and excavate without being seen 
in the most advanced positions, so that succeed¬ 
ing files find a shelter already made for them. 
The Germans work with the spade only at night, 
when they can stand to dig. We, in addition, dig 
lying down and entrench ourselves during the day 
time, so that our enemy in front, though he may 
be superior to us in numbers, can do nothing to 
us without attillery.29 

While the Japanese became more deliberate in their prepa¬ 

rations for the attack, this did riotcdlsaaurâgei'itfiemmfi'hm 

the use of masses at the point selected for the assault. 

They were firm believers in the necessity of gaining fire 

superiority and in the final assault with the bayonet. 

Their use of dense firing lines in the assault was in line 

with continental doctrine, but in conflict with that devel¬ 

oped by the British as a result of the Boer War. A Brit¬ 

ish observer wrote the following for Macmillian*s Magazine> 

Opposed to modem rifles in the hands of Euro¬ 
pean troops holding entrenched positions, the 
Japanese have not followed the example of our 
South African tactics. They have adopted for¬ 
mations which would result in whole battàlions 
being put out of action by the umpires if they 
had been attempted at Aldershot. And the test 
of deadly battle has given them victory, where 
the umpires would have decided that the attack 
must fail., .at the battle of Kin-chau ^Etay 190^7 
...the attack was much more like what one sees 
at continental manoeuvres, than like the Aider- 
shot and Salsbury plain formations...30 
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In spite of a superiority in cavalry, the Russian army 

remained in the dark as to the Japanese movements. The Jap¬ 

anese cavalry was never far from infantry support and fought 

almost exclusively on foot.Whenever the Russian cavalry 

tried to penetrate the Japanese cavalry screen, they en¬ 

countered dismounted troops with infantry supports. With¬ 

out adequate artillery support, the Russian horsemen were 

effectively stopped. 

Japanese cavalry, on the other hand, excelled at the art 

of intelligence gathering, a fact that greatly assisted the 

Japanese flanking maneuvers. Their use of the horse as a 

means of transportation rather than as an instrument of 

shock, greatly impressed foreign observers. Once again the 

lessons of war pointed to the uselessness of the arme blanche, 

however, most cavalry proponents remained unimpressed. Gen¬ 

eral de Negrier of the French army took special note of this 

and commented, in his Lessons of the Russo-Japanese War, 

that the arme blanche "will not abandon without regret the 

ancient path to glory in which its former laurels have been 

won." But,he stressed that "these ancient paths...can only 

lead to useless and wanton sacrifice of human life."-^2 

It was the role of the artillery that impressed Europeans 

observers the most. Against a single line of trenches—the 

Russian lines were not constructed in depth and a single 
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entrenched line was all that barred the way—the Japanese 

artillery proved effective. The fire of many batteries 

were concentrated on the point of attack, and support of 

the infantry continued until the final phase of the assault 

forced a shift of fire. The guns fired from defilade, and 

indirect fire was controlled by a battery officer from a 

removed vantage point. The Japanese infantry employed 

flags and other signal devices to guide the artillery and 

direct its fire.-^ No longer was artillery used just to 

gain fire superiority and then forsake the infantry as it 

assaulted. Japanese artillery performed both the prepara¬ 

tory and support missions. 

Artillery had regained its place on the battlefield. 

This was the conclusion of- the majority of the foreign 

observers. 

...artillery /reported Major J.M, Home, British 
army7 is now the decisive arm and...all other 
arms are auxiliary to it. The importance of 
artillery cannot be too strongly insisted upon, 
for, other things being equal, the side which 
has the best artillëyy will always win.3^ 

It was Home*s contention, along with other observers, that 

the infantry rifle had lost its dominate place of the bat¬ 

tlefield» 

With the extraordinary development of artillery 
it begins to appear as though infantry fire ac¬ 
tion cannot usefully be employed at ranges be¬ 
yond 600 yards, as beyond that distance the hos- 
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tile guns ought to he able to prevent infantry 
from using their guns.35 

It now remained for the theorists and regulations writers 

to incorporate the lessons of war into doctrine. After 

years of theorizing and drillifield experimentation, the 

effect of modem weapons had "been demonstrated in actual 

combat. The participants had been forced to modify their 

tactical theories to fit the realities of the battlefield. 

But which of the lessons would now prove applicable to Eur¬ 

opean warfare and the armies of France, Germany, and Eng¬ 

land? 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

ONLY THE OFFENSE 

French tactical doctrine, unlike that of most European 

armies, was affected by the British experience in the Boer 

War. The principles of dispersion, concealment, the defen¬ 

sive-offensive, and the inviolability of the front became 

widely accepted. Maneuvers became exercises in deception 

where umpires stationed themselves in observatories and 

assessed casualties based upon the visibility of the oppos¬ 

ing forces.1 The following maneuver description represents 

this practice in the extreme* 

There were opposed to one another two commanders, 
each of whom was impressed thoroughly with the 
idea that the acme of the art of war consists in 
not being seen. Both maneuvered so long and so 
skillfully that they lost each other completely. 

Perched upon his observatory, the director 
/head umpire of the maneuver/ scanned the horizon. 
Hours passed, but nothing could be seen.,..Mess 
call was sounded, but still the combatants could 
not be seen. Recall was sounded, and after re¬ 
peated blasts of the trumpet the commanders final¬ 
ly reported...both of them more or less abashed 
at their misadventures. But they quickly recover¬ 
ed their composure when the director received them 
affably. They were perfectly satisfied with them¬ 
selves when they heard his critique begin with the 
words* "Gentlemen, I am highly pleased with this 
maneuver* I could see absolutely nothing of either 
of you."2 

Running counter to this latest trend in French tactical 

thought were the "Young Turks" of the Langlois tactical 

school. The "Young Turks" based their theory on the works 
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of du Picq and Cardot's lectures of the offensive doctrine 

of Clausewitz. Its younger proponents were Foch, Castelnau, 

Bourderiat, and Grandmaison.-^ They believed in mass, the 

offense, and the ability of motivated troops to penetrate 

the extended fronts of the modem battlefield. The then 

current emphasis on saving lives through dispersion was 

assailed. From the history of warfare, they concluded that 

the laurels of victory invariably fell to the attacker. One 

must, therefore, attack even if the losses would be severe. 

Maneuvers of dispersion and deception became prime tar¬ 

gets for their ridicule. What would have happened to Bred- 

low, asked one of the "Young Turks," should he have made his 

cavalry charge on a French maneuver ground rather than in 

battle? His conclusion* 

The unfortunate leader could not have gone 500 
yards at a maneuver. From all sides horsemen 
wearing white brassards and red hatbands would 
have closed on him to reprimand severely the 
lunatic and also order him and his squadrons to 
remain dismounted at hill 315» ^ 

By calling attention to the problems inherent in disper¬ 

sion and by emphasizing the offensive as the proper method 

to avenge France’s humiliation by Germany in 1870, the 

"Young Turks" gained in popularity. The senior member of 

the school of the offense, General Langlois, stressed that 

dispersion was alien to the French military tradition, as 

it tended to deprive 
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...the supreme commander of the control of the 
battle, depriving him the right or even the pos¬ 
sibility df securing a decisive result through 
the combined effort of material and moral forces 
at his disposal, and to leave in the hands of the 
skirmishers, i.e. to thesindividual soldier who 
is subject to any and every emotion or surprise, 
the decision of a battle in which literally hun¬ 
dreds of thousands of men be taking part, and 
upon the result of which may perhaps depend the 
country's liberty and the nation's future,5 

As had been the case in Germany at the end of the nineteenth 

century, French officers were receptive to this argument. 

Returning to the archives, the "Young Turks" resurrected 

the dictums of Napoleonic warfare. The Emperor's doctrine 

was distilled down to essentials. Two of the more important 

being» "engage everywhere and then see" and "one can never 

be too strong at the decisive point.Transformed to 

modern tactics this meant that before the final devastating 

attack could be launched the situation must be thoroughly 

developed. To do this the French army must "engage every¬ 

where and then see" where the enemy was weakest. Once 

the enemy's weak point had been determined the reserve 

would be launched in mass for the decisive attack. The 

French Field Regulations of 1913 called for the infantry 

to advance on the enemy wherever found and establish a gen¬ 

eral line of contact. Through constant skirmishing the 

situation would be developed thus enabling the commander to 

select the best place fob the decisive attack. It was en- 
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visioned that the skirmishing phase could last a week of 
7 

more. The final attack would, of course, he much shorter.' 

The development of the offensive spirit was the respon¬ 

sibility of the younger members. Both Foch and Grandmaison 

gained the forum of the French Staff College through which 
♦ 

to instill the spirit of the offensive à outrance. Foch 

stressed the moral factor of war. In his lectures, he was 

fond of quoting de Maistrei "A battle lost is a battle one 

thinks one has lost! for...a battle cannot be lost physical¬ 

ly,” Foch turned this around and claimed that "a battle 

won is a battle in which one will not confess oneself beat- 

8 * en." Grandmaison, as the next chief of the Ecole de Guerre. 

continued the indoctrination and told his students that 

The French army, returning unto its traditions, 
no longer knows any law other than the offensive 
....All attacks must be pushed to the limit... 
charge the enemy with the bayonet in order to 
destroy him...this result can be obtained only at 
the price of bloody sacrifice. All other concep¬ 
tions should be rejected as contrary to the very 
nature of war,9 

Military publications provided another forum for the 

"Young Turks." Through this medium, they were able to 

reach a large cross section of the French officer corps 

with their attacks against current doctrine, especially the 

doctrine of dispersion. Witness the following selections 

from "The Dread of Incurring Losses on the Battlefield and 

the Essential Elements of the Offensive," printed in the 
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Revue Militaire Generale i 

.,.our leaders of military thought are striving 
in every possible way to devise methods of com¬ 
bat by which war can be carried on with a min¬ 
imum of loss. 

This abnormal dread of losses on the battle- 
fièld had its origin...in the result of the Boer 
War, It was given the name of "acute transvaal- 
itis," and found us, perhaps, in a state peculi¬ 
arly adapted for its development on account of 
the floods of "snivelling sentimentalism" which 
were then in fashion.10 

The author continues by treating "acute transvaalitis" as 

a dreaded diseases 

...the microbe still continues its ravages, and 
its influence is most felt in our combat pro¬ 
cedure, which is especially marked by the exces¬ 
sive use of open formations, and the increasing 
timidity in marching under fire, and lastly, by 
a continual striving for invisibility to the 
exclusion of all other considerations.il 

Foch’s lectures as chief of the Ecole de Guerre were pub¬ 

lished in book form in 1903 under the titlè of the Princi¬ 

ples of War. The methods and ideas expressed became the 

official doctrine of the French army with the rewriting of 

the French regulations in 1913 and 191^. Foch was one of 

the more extreme advocates of the new school of the offense. 

He was interested in negating the defensive tendencies in 

the French army, which he considered disastrous. His work, 

therefore, tends toward the glorification of the offense. 

The attack was to become the sole guide for the French army. 

Foch initiates the chapter devoted to the "Decisive At- 
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tack" with a quote from Frederick the Great* "To make war 

always means attacking." This would rule out any con¬ 

sideration of an initial defensive attitude at the outset 

of a war, as was then the plan. "Of all faults," writes 

Foch, "only one is ignominious, inaction." Therefore, 

faction is the governing rule of war. In order to pen¬ 

etrate the modem battle front, the French army would have 

to rely on the moral superiority of her men and on surprise. 

To gain the needed surprise it was necessary to crush the 

"opponent from a shofct distance by numbers in a limit of 
Î Jk time," The artillery preparation should, therefore, be 

as short as possible* 

A quarter of an hourk quick fire by a mass of 
artillery on a clearly determined objective will 
generally suffice to break its resistance, or 
at any rate make it uninhabitable and therefore 
uninhabited.15 

But afctillery cannot occupy ground and for this the in¬ 

fantry must assault. Always remembering that 

the laurels of victory are at the point of enemy 
bayonets. They must be plucked there* they must 
be carried by a fight hand to hand, if one really 
means to conquer.16 

The infantry must work its way forward against the enemyts 

defensive fire. This advance must be carried out in two 

phases. The first being the movement to within the effec¬ 

tive range of the infantry’s weaponry (600-800 yards). For 

this phase there were no set formations. Rather, the forma- 
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tion used "far from aiming at symmetry, at harmony, at 

regularity, must only tend to enable the greatest pos¬ 

sible numbers to secure those advantages of cover which 

nothing can replace."1? However, once the attack reached 

its second phase "the consideration of what fire one may 
4 O 

receive now becomes a secondary matter." Now the attack 

was formed in two lines. The first, in two ranks to pro¬ 

vide the maximum frontal firepower possible. The second, 

in close order to support the first. The second line was 

to consist of battalions in "fighting order, launching... 

into the more and more billowy confused, mixed ^?irst/ 

line, whole companies in close order (line or column) and 

fully commanded."1^ 

Foch stressed that the final assault could not succeed 

20 
other than by "direct, quick, continuous march." A re¬ 

serve equal to the attacking force was to be held in hand 

by the commander to provide a final impetous, flank secur¬ 

ity, or to counter enemy counter-attafcks. As the final 

charge was sounded, "out of a cloud of dust or smoke" the 

cavalry was to charge in "on anything.. .still resisting 

among the enemy, "^1 Such was the offensive à outrance. 

To support the offensive a outrance, the French army 

was equipped with the "French 75»" generally considered 

the best field artillery gun in the world. So great was 
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the French faith in the omnipotence of the "75" that a 

French battery contained two less guns (four) than the 

batteries of other European armies. The superior rate of 

fire was to make up for the difference in numbers, French 

artillery doctrine discouraged long range fire» 4,000 yards 

was rarely exceeded. In lie# of careful ranging, the Ger¬ 

man preference, French artillery employed the rafale (a 

sudden tempest of fire) which swept a given area in a short 

span of time. Corps artillery was given the task of crush¬ 

ing opposing artillery, and divisional the task of shatter¬ 

ing the hostile infantry,22 

There were few howitzers in the French inventory, A 

howitzer had been desighed, but it performed so badly at 

its trials that the designers were sent back to the drawing 

boards. The mystique of the "75" prevented a priority for 

howitzers from developing, and parsimony in the Chamber 

of Deputies resulted in the Malandrin Disc, The Malandrin 

Disc—a flat disc made to fit over the nose of the 75mm gun 

shell—was suggested by a deputy of the chamber. It so 

spoiled the ballistic characteristics that the 75mm shell 

would follow an attenuated trajectory resulting in a near 

vertical plunge at the target. The solution was unsatis¬ 

factory to the gunners but eminently satisfactory to the 

Chamber of Deputies, The discs were delivered to the army» 
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the howitzers were not,^ 

The primary mission of the French cavalry remained that 

of the arme blanche. The strategic capabilities of cavalry 

were minimized. The revival of Napoleonic studies had shown 

that the squadrons of Murat had been unable to give the Em- 
oh 

peror a firm basis for his maneuver. On the modem bat¬ 

tlefield the cavalry's chances would be even less. Besides, 

it was up to the infantry to "engage everywhere and see," 

Only hard skirmishing along the entire front could enable 

the commander to gain information leading to the decisive 

attack at the critical point in the enemy's line. Cavalry 

would screen friendly movements but it was not expected to 

gain reliable information upon fchich a commander could form 

his battle plan. 

Herein lies a basic difference between the tactical the¬ 

ory of the French and the Germans. The Germans believed 

that cavalry reports transmitted quickly by the newly invent¬ 

ed wireless, motor car, or the newly formed bicycle units 

would be sufficiently reliable to act upon, Murat's failure 

to provide Napoleon with information was attributed to 

weak firepower. Therefore, the Germans were the first to 

attach machine guns to the cavalry, and their cavalry’s 

fire power was further augmented by improved horse artillery, 

carbines and pistols. To take advantage of the newly ac- 
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quired firepower, dismounted action was stressed. Since 

the Gentians were convinced that only flanking attacks were 

to be successful, cavalry reports need do no more than 

clear up the situation by fixing the location of the op¬ 

posing force. Besides,tthe real beginning of any future 

German envelopment had passed into the realm of strategy 

and was to begin at the rail-heads inside Germany. Like 

the French, the Germans maintained the cavalry charge as 

a viable instrument 01S the battlefield, and all units were 

armed with the lance, 

Screened by its cavalry, the German army would advance 

in deep columns, along main roads. When cavalry reports 

warranted, the long columns split into smaller columns and 

took advantage of all available routes. These sub-columns 

would advance parallel to each other with the wing forma¬ 

tions held slightly to the rear. As soon as the advance 

guard contacted the enemy, it would fan out and screen the 

deployment of the following columns. The artillery then 

moved forward and deployed across the front. Under the 

cover of the artillery, which at this stage was restricted 

to forestalling enemy advances, the infantry wings establish 

ed themselves on the flank, or flanks, of the enemy and 

prepared for the decisive assault. The center was without 

a general reserve,which was for all practical purposes the 
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force on the fïànk, and had only sufficient reserves to 

make up losses in its firing line. When the flanking force 

was in position, the general attack was launched along the 

entire front and on the decisive flank. 

German regulations, in effect at the outbreak of the 

World War, outlined the attack proceedure as follows* 

Every attack begins with the deployment of skirm¬ 
ishers. As a rule, the skirmish lines approach 
as close as possible to the enemy before opening 
fire, in order to be able to begin the battle 
with effective fire.26 

When from this first firing position a highly con¬ 
centrated fire has been delivered, then the advance 
toward the enemy begins, with mutual fire support, 
until storming distance is reached.27 

Specific formations for the infantry advance were not pre¬ 

scribed. 

Methods can not be prescribed for individual cases, 
as the character of the ground and conditions vary 
so widely. The infantry combat exhibits varied 
formations and scenes at different points on the 
battlefield.28 

Regularity in the advance of units should be a- 
voided. The only thing to be kept in view in ad¬ 
vancing is to avoid interfering with the fire of 
neighboring units,29 

The firing line was to be maintained at full strength through 

the infusion of the following units which must be 

...kept back at the beginning in order that they 
may not suffer unnecessary losses. They must ad¬ 
vance as soon as the conditions of the attack re¬ 
quire it, anddmust be available for decisive ac¬ 
tion under all circumstances,30 
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Over-dispersion was considered an evil, yet "units in close 

31 
order must not expose themselves to effective fire,"^ 

When the right moment for the final assault arrives 

...the front is to form for the charge, all bug¬ 
lers continuously sound the call "quick forward," 
all drums are beaten, and all the units throw 
themselves with the greatest determination upon 
the enemy....When immediately in front of the 
enemy thay charge bayonet, and with hurrahs dash 
into the position.32 

French and German doctrine differed on the types of ar¬ 

tillery needed by a modem army and on the methods of de¬ 

ployment and employment. While the French were contenting 

themselves with the omnipotence of the "French 75»" the 

Germans had been concentrating on the development of heavy 

howitzers. After a study of the actions around Plevna, the 

Germans had adopted a light howitzer. Subsequent tests, 

Rowever, proved these of insufficient power, and in response 

a battalion of heavy howitzers was created at corps level. 

In conjunction with the light howitzers and the field guns, 

the howitzers were to 

...act as a first line to put out of action the 
arms of the enemy, then to destroy the enemy’s 
shelter and the obstacles which hinder the advance 
of its troops» finally to prepare the assault.33 

Heavy howitzers had certain disadvantages which the French 

continually pointed to. Heavies were cumbersome and diffi¬ 

cult to move, therefore, once positioned to support an at¬ 

tack, they had to remain. They lacked shields, a disadvan- 
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tage that the French believed would prove disastrous when 

their mobile "75” enfiladed a heavy howitzer position. 

Also, heavies could not fire shrapnel, and they increased 

the depth of support columns to a dangerous degree. But, 

heavy howitzers had two advantages which the Germans re- 

lied upon—range and destructive power. 

Contrary to the older regulàtions, the new German regu- 

altions of 1906 recommended that artillery hold fire until 

the infantry commenced its movement. The preliminary artil¬ 

lery duel was eliminated. When the infantry advanced to 

within the zone covered by enemy infantry fire 

the artillery while continuing to fire upon the 
opposing artillery must direct the greater part 
of its fire upon the enemy’s infantry in order 
to facilitate the advance of its own.35 

To further assist the infantry in the last stages of its 

assault, the artillery provided accompanying batteries to 

move with the infantry against the enemy positions. Over 

this phase of the artillery employment and over the advis¬ 

ability of defiladed positions, there was much debate. One 

group felt that the artillery had to expose itself, and, if 

necessary, sacrifice itself J.n order to adequately support 

the infantry and encourage its advance. Their opponents 

felt that the artillery could not survive if employed in 

this manner. It was, therefore, necessary to defilade it.-^ 

The debate was not settled before the World War. 
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One could get the wrong impression of the German attack 

doctrine from the reading of German regulations. The reg¬ 

ulations are models of flexibility. They do not prescribe 

formations, they warn against close order under fire, and 

do not rule out the possibility of penetrating a modem 

battle front. However, it was on the maneuver and drill 

grounds that the German army developed the tactics and 

doctrine that dictated its actions on the battlefield, and 

here the picture was one of increasing rigidity. 

For, while the ideas of Meckel and Hoenig were not offi¬ 

cially recognized in the regulations, they were evident in 

the maneuvers prior to the war. Their contention that bat¬ 

tles are won not by taking care to avoid loss, but by hit¬ 

ting hard, were widely accepted by the battle leaders. Dense 

firing lines supported at short range by troops in close 

order were a continuing feature of German maneuvers. As 

were the mass cavalry charges, and the set-piece battle of 

envelopment. It was this working tradition that guided 

the German army, not its regulations.-^ 

This dichotomy is evident in the reports of foreign mil¬ 

itary correspondents who attended German maneuvers. For 

example, Howard Hensman writing for the United Service Mag¬ 

azine made the following observations on the German maneuver 

of 1909» 
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The infantry in particular is open to criticism. 
It blunders along, disdaining to seek for cover 
and sublimely regardless of the value of entrench¬ 
ments, seeking to force its way through all oppo¬ 
sition by sheer weight of numbers. 

************* 
Again and again.,.dense masses of infantry were 
moved forward without any regard for the pounding 
they were receiving from both artillery and en¬ 
trenched infantry, and with a supreme disregard 
for the fact that they were often being assailed 
on both flanks and their front at once. 

************* 
The most surprising thing about the whole affair 
was, however, the consistent manner in which the 
umpires present kept awarding the honors to the 
attacking force, and ordering the entrenched and 
numerically stronger defenders to abandon their 
positions.38 

Procedures were not changed. The following comments were 

on the maneuver of 1911 and are from the London Times i 

...extreme exposure in open ground..,.Firing lines 
lay out for hours at a time in the. most exposed 
situations at medium ranges from the enemy, and 
mounted officers rode up and down the firing lines 
with entire disregard of the effects of modem 
fire.39 

Tempered by their experiences in the Boer War, the Brit¬ 

ish were less prone to accept the mystique of the Offensive 

à outrance. Her army was not as large as that of the con¬ 

tinental powers, and this helped to engender a more sober 

appraisal of the advisability of ignoring losses. British 

attack doctrine called for a three stage attack* the first, 

the advance to a good position* the second, the gaining of 

fire superiority* and finally, the assault. The attafek 
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could be launched anywhere, against the front or on a flank, 

and was to be supported by feints and diversions. The em- 

phàsis on gaining fire superiority dovetailed with German 

theory» where to launch the attack was in accord with French 

doctrine. Formations were dependent on the distance to the 

enemy. J, F. C. Fuller in his Hints on Training Territorial 

Infantry recommended the following* from 2,800 to 2,000 

yards, "lines of columns!" from 2,000 to 1,400 yards, "lines 

of small columns!" from 1,400 to 600 yards, "extended orderi" 

and from 600 yards to the enemy's position, "a line thicken¬ 

ing to at least one man per yard."**0 Thus in the final 

stage of an attack, the British firing line was nearly as 

dense as that of the German or French firing line. 

What about the machine gun? Based on the Russo-Japanese 

War experiences, the major powers stepped up procurement, 

and by the outbreak of the World War the major participants 

had the same number allocated—two per infantry battalion. 

While the machine gun was generally regarded as the equiva¬ 

lent of fifty men, employment differed. The French and 

British deployed their machine gun?sections with the infantry 

battalions from the outset, so that the equivalent number 

of rifles could be held in reserve. The German machine gun 

regulations, however, called for the sections to be held in 

hand so as to 
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...form at the disposition of the commander-in¬ 
chief a reserve which may he employed to support 
quickly points that are threatened, to operate 
on the flanks of the adversary, to support the 
decisive attack.4l 

By 1914 there was little difference in the small-unit 

tactics of the European armies. All emphasized the desir¬ 

ability of a dense firing line as a prerequisite for a 

successful attack. Only in the supporting realm were major 

differences evident. The differences were in artillery, 

cavalry, and machine gun employment. 

Both sides entered the August 1914 conflict with supreme 

confidence. Their tactics were the result of centuries of 

development, and, while neither of the principle opponents 

had fought a war in over forty years, there was little 

reason to believe that the tactics in being were not the 

best possible. A study of peripheral wars provided little 

evidence to indicate that weapon’s developmenttinnthbsee 

forty years had revolutionized the art of war. 
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CONCLUSION 

AUGUST 191^ 

As had happened forty-four years before, the tactics 

developed during peacetime were found inappropriate on the 

battlefield. Again it was the French who suffered the most. 

While the strong German right wing moved inexorably through 

Belgium into France, the French offensive a outrance dashed 

fruitlessly against the German center and left, French 

losses were considerable, but, fortunately for the French, 

the German losses werehardly less severe. 

German casualties in the opening weeks were enormous. 

In the attempt to take Liege by storm the Germans threw 

their infantry at the defenses without sufficient prepara¬ 

tion, A Belgian officer described the resulting carnagei 

As line after line of the German infantry advan¬ 
ced, we simply mowed them down....They made no 
attempt at deplôy|ng» but came on, line after 
line, almost shoulder to shoulder, until, as we 
shot them down, the fallen were heaped one on 
top of the other, in an awful barricade of dead 
and wounded men that threatened to mask our guns 
and cause us trouble,1 

Casualties soon forced the Germans to a greater reliance on 

the range and power of their heavy artillery. By the final 

week of August, the dense formations seen so frequently in 

the early stages of the war had been replaced. The Germans 

became more deliberate and, in the words of the British 
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Liaison Officer to the French Fifth Army, Lieutenant Edward 

Spears, a typical day of the French retreat to the Marne 

consisted in being smothered all day by heavy 
shells from invisible German batteries, presum¬ 
ably out of range of our guns, and against which 
they could do nothing...the constant shelling 
slowly exhausted the men's nerves. And all the 
time no sign of a single German. It was only 
when the long shades of evening lengthened on 
the plain that there seemed to be a movement as 
of hardly discernable shadows* far away among 
the hedges and beneath trees the field greys, 
almost invisible in the fading light, were creep¬ 
ing forward. 2 

At least the Germans could point to success in August 

191^» The French could not. The offensive à outrance had 

been a dismal failure, and the French counter-attacks dur¬ 

ing the retreat were costly. The continuing losses com¬ 

pelled the French high command to issue directives to tone 

down the ardor of their infantry. On August 16th, Gener¬ 

al Joffre issued the following communication* 

The engagements which have taken place so far 
have served to display the admirable qualities 
of our infantry. Without in any way wishing to 
impair this dash, in which lies the principal 
factor of success, it is of greatest importance 
«...to learn to await artillery support and to 
prevent our troops from hastily exposing them¬ 
selves to the enemy's fire.,,.The infantry must 
feel its way when attacking strong points, then 
turn them if possible, and not be content merely 
to attack frontally. 3 

Eight days later another directive was issued* 

...the attack must be prepared by artillery, the 
infantry must be held back and the assault must 
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only be launched from such distance as will per¬ 
mit the objective to be reached with certainty,... 
The practice has been to throw forward immediately 
numerous units in dense formation, which become 
immediately exposed to hostile fire and are de¬ 
cimated, with the result that the offensive is 
stopped dead, and the infantry is often left at 
the mercy of a counter-attack.4 

After witnessing the French army in action, Lieutenant 

Spears had the following comment* 

There is no doubt that the fearful losses of the 
French and their lack of success in so many en¬ 
counters, in spite of great gallantry, was attri¬ 
butable largely to faulty training of the troops 
and to a complete misapprehension on the part of 
the officers of the conditions of modern warfare.5 

Once again the hard facts of the battlefield had proven the 

tactics of the parade ground imprudent. The difficulty of 

learning from the analysis of the likely effects of weapons, 

from mock battles lasting hours rather than months, or from 

the lessons of previous wars was demonstrated anew. 

Lessons so obvious to later generations are never obvious 

to those undergoing the metamorphosis. No two wars are 

ever the same, and no one could be sure where and under 

what conditions the next war would be fought. With this in 

mind, the tacticians could never advocate the complete abol¬ 

ishment of the old. Only after the next war can one say* 

"The lessons were obvious." 

Theorists and practical tacticians realized that weapons 

had a preponderant effect on tactics. But the pace of weap- 
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on's development outstripped the willingness of tacticians 

to abandon old methods. Without the practical test of 

battles, the effect of weapons could only be imagined. 

Because they were invariably fought under conditions dif¬ 

fering from those found on the continent, lessons provided 

by peripheral wars were questioned. In the half century 

before the World War, the rate of development was extremely 

rapid. More changes in weaponry were made during the late 

nineteenth century than in all the centuries since the in¬ 

troduction of the cannon. The breech-loading rifle, the 

machine gun, the magazine fifle, smokeless powder, and 

quick-firing artillery were all introduced in less than 

• forty years. 

The result of this unprecedented development was an 

equally unprecedented increase in battlefield depth—a 

function of weapon^s range. While weapon's range had held 

nearly constant until the mid nineteenth century, the in¬ 

crease thereafter was rapid. A plot of range capability 

of infantry and artillery weapons graphically illustrates 

the tactical dilemma* 
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RANGE 

When ground rules are constantly changed, it is difficult, 

if not impossible, to develop theories. 

To complicate the problem further, accuracy and rate of 

fire had increased significantly. Quick-fire artillery 

could fire twenty rounds a minute with pin-point accuracy— 

nearly twenty times faster than its inaccurate cousin in 

the Napoleonic wars—âhd machine guns spewed 800 rounds 

per minute with deadly accuracy—over 250 times faster than 

the Napoleonic muskets. 

Faced with continually changing ground rules, theorists 

rarely agreed on proper tactics. The working tradition of 

an army at any one time reflected the trend of the most in¬ 

fluential group of theorists. The study of battle lessons 

and the speculation on the probable effect of new weapons 
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resulted in continual oscillations between the doctrines 

of mass and dispersion. A graphical representation of these 

oscillations shows that there was little consistency in 

tactical doctrine in the four decades between the Franco- 

Prussian War and the First World War. 

French Doctrine 
——German Doctrine 

MASS iffy) 
 1  

DISPERSION 

Unfortunately both France and Germany were under the in¬ 

fluence of the proponents of mass by 191^. Both had for¬ 

gotten their only practical lesson, that of the Franco- 

Prussian War—a war whose lessons had been dimmed by a 

weapon's revolution of unprecedented magnitude. 

However, in spite of the difficulties, the problem of the 

attack might have been solved by a man of genius. Later 

in the war, after the futility of pitting massed troops 

against machines was accepted, practical methods of attack 

were developed. But this was only after the old methods 

had proved disastrous. At the start of the war, the French 

and German generals had no battlefield experience to guide 
g 

them. They were products of a system of tactics developed 
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on the parade grounds of Europe far removed from the reali¬ 

ties of the battlefield. 
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3. Les Armées Françaises dans la Grande Guerre, Tome I, 
Annex: 3^2, quoted in Spears. Liaison, 492. 

4. . 517. 

5. Ibid., 290. The comments of a French officer on this 
appraisal are of interest* 

There is much in what you say, but there is 
also something which only a Frenchman could 
understand. Since 1906 the Boche had so morti¬ 
fied us, so trodden on our toes,.so spat in our 
faces, that every one of us, everyone, do you 
understand, even the poorest devil, even the 
humblest peasant from the depths of the moun¬ 
tains, had understood that it was necessary 
once and for all to deal with the hereditary 
enemy. 

It was then that the whole country under arms, 
that is the whole of the French infantry, hurled 
itself against the Germans, without taking into 
account, alas, that it is not possible to oppose 
solely men to material. 

This period of our history, my dear Spears, 
is finer in my eyes, owing to the enthusiasm we 
felt pulsating around us (and whatever our losses 
may have been) than the most moving moments of our 
Revolution. 

6. Some of the generals had experienced colonial combat. 
These actions, however, were skirmishes between widely spaced 
units, hardly comparable to European mass warfare. 
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APPENDIX 

THE EVOLUTION OF INFANTRY ATTACK FORMATIONS 

Before Frederick the Great introduced maneuver to the 

battlefield, generals formed their troops according to a 

prearranged battle plan and marched them directly at the 

opposing army. Through the use of maneuver battalions, 

introduced by Leopold of Anhalt, Frederick could move his 

formations in column to any desired point and then have 

them form into a fighting line. The individual battalions 

(700 men) would march in platoon column to the desired 

point of attack and then perform the following maneuveri 

O 
C3 
C3 
a 
a 
a 

(T, Miller Maguire, The Development of Tactics, 32) 
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In this manner, the army could be moved against the enemy’s 

most vulnerable point. Frederick’s less mobile opponents 

were unable to counter these moves. 

Toward the end of the eighteenth century, the use of 

skirmishers was adopted. Their task was to cover deploying 

columns and to harrass enemy formations. The wars of Napo¬ 

leon witnessed the extensive use of skirmishers and a vari¬ 

ety of formations. The more common formations are depicted 

in Baron Jomini’s The Art of War. They include» 

1) A division- with battalions (four companies of 14-0 men 

each) in columns of attack» in two lines with companies de¬ 

ployed, checkerwise. 

2) A division with four regiments of three battalions each» 

in mixed order with battalions deployed to form the first 

line» followed by the second line with battalions in column, 

companies deployed. 

B) A division in deep order with battalions deployed and 

closed. 
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*0 A division in deep order, two columns, with six deployed 

battalions each. 

5) A division formed in battalion squares—used in defense 

against cavalry. 

l.l □ □ □ □ □ 

r i n n □ f—I □ 
(Antoine Henri Jomini, The Art of War, 265-273» 318-321) 

In the 1860‘s, Prussia developed the company column as 

her fighting formation. The company, composed of 250 men, 

was the fighting unit* the battalion, composed of four com¬ 

panies, was the tactical unit—the smallest unit that should 

be employed independently. When approaching the zone cover¬ 

ed by enemy fire, the battalion sent out skirmishers and 

then split into two parts—the fighting line and the reserve. 



The approach through the zone covered by enemy fire would 

look like this* 

skirmishers 

fighting¬ 
line 

150 yards 

100 yards 

150 yards 

supports 

front body 

reserve main body 

(Emory Upton, Armies of Asia and Europe, 276) 

The experiences of the Franco-Prussian War proved that 

the skirmish line would have to become the main fighting 

line. No longer would the following units move through 

the skirmishers into the assault. From this point on, the 

idea was to build up the skirmishers into the main firing 

line through the assimilation of the following units. How 

best to form the following units was now the question. A 

variety of formations resulted. The following is that of 

a French brigade (two regiments, each with three battalions 

of four campanies) in attack formation at the autumn maneuv¬ 

er of 1880* 
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skirmishers 

reenforeements 

supports 

Mttàlîüii 
reserves 

reserves     

(Rogers Bimie, Jr,, "Autumn Maneuvers of the Ninth Corps 

^French/ in September, 1880," Journal of the Military Ser«* 

vice Institution of the United States 3 (1882), 167) 

An English battalion (eight companies) in attack formation 

looked like this* 

1st Co 2nd Co. 

3rd Co 4th Co.. 

5th Co. 
6th Co. 
7th Co. 
8th Co. 

(Upton, Armies, 309) 

The above are only sample formations. Far more variety 
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was seen on the drill grounds throughout Europe. In general 

though, the skirmish line was built up by the infusion of 

the following formations whether formed as skirmishers, in 

column, or In line. The final assault was then pushed for¬ 

ward by a dense firing line. While many more variations 

would be seen before the outbreak of the First World War, 

the above principle held true. Diagramed below is the de¬ 

ployment of an English battalion of eight companies taken 

from J, F. C. Fuller's Hints on Training Territorial Infantry 

written the year before the outbreak of the First World War. 
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